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BRAVE DEFENDER 1 Richard Tolbert, Illinois Central
OF HER OWN HOME Special Agent, is Drowned While
• WITH my GUN Seining Fish in Twin Lakes Today
PADUCAH. KY.. FRIDAY EVENING, JUNE 12, 1908 TEN CENTS PER WEEK
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Miss Anna Temple Twice Re-
pulses Attempt of Tramp
to Enter House.
All Alone When Be Declares
He Will Get in.
HIER WV 91•ON WC'S H.SItMl.F.feri
Maxon Mills, June 12 ISpecial.l--
Eseltad by an unknown tramp who
denieuded rottener to lit.. house. N bat
Anne Tentille, daughter Of Mr. and
Mrs. Adam Temple. 11.4d the 1'111116611
at bay with an empty shotgun twice
ye.terdav afternoon at A 0.4•104.k. Al-
though eine did uot khow the gun was
Unloaded N Ise Temple Muek : It
stood her ground, and with an ad-
mosiltion DOI (061441 the door.
&eve him from the residence
Mire Temple is the pretty 18-year-
dapghter of Mr. Adam Temple,
the miller, and a'siterday afternoon
%lien her parent* left on a visit she
Wilted the seteen door and went tip-
'fair,.. About '3 Oelock she heard
ti..- side gate creak and I:rotting out
the_windlost: Saw a white wee., noughly
dressed. enuring the gale. Ate went
downetairs and svh.0 the stranger :n-
ter.red for the tulatress of the house.
lets Temple thougttlettsly said that
slie was *lour The man became in-
"Metre arid called tb her to open the
doer Instead of responding Mies
renehed fun the shoteun. End.
with it upraised, told him to leave
IIII. swell. The man tiestitated. but
u hen she pulled the hammer back he
Is-ft and went to the road .
Without displaying any nervous-
ness' Miss Temple went upstairs and
eus restlog from her *hock, when she
heard a noise at the front door
again Peeking up her suit she went
dowsmaivs again. The Mule oars tarter
was trying to force the screen door.
(Psis tuore raising the gun Mies Tem-
ple told him tlie best thing he could
do %vas Ilene It.. gruffly replied that
l. had. tome to get in and would eUe-
esied their hamnters were pulled
bath and calmly Min Temple told
tom to lea‘e or ..he would 'shoot and
kill lem IS'irh it few insulting re-
'mark% the ttiii shuffled down the
load while Ness Temple was mistress
of the sitti•Ila0
The niill Is • short &Mance from
the home. but the et111.1.))eq. did not
km,* of the tramp's presence. He
tomi lett the place. as he was not
e'en an mcire in Oh. velnilly %lieu
Mr Temple returned he examined
the gun and found both barrels
empty, but it served as a good-bluff
stALICSMAN MAKES CHANGE.
Sir. Hugh Thomism Wine Deeerved
Recognition.
Mr. Hugh Thomas, who for the
past ten years has been connected
with Wallerstein Bros.. ham. resigned
his position with this wel: known -firm
to accept a position as traveling sales
men for Webb-Phillips & company
During his many years with wailer-
'ton Bros.. Mr. Thomas has made
for tit:melt and his firm many
stain...Tr friends, who will be Wearied
to know of this advancement, al-
though at the same time regretting
the fact that it will necessitate his
being awto from the city a greater
portion of the time For sere-al
iears Mr. Thomas has been buyer for
the furnishing goods department of
‘Valerstein's, and his experience both
as a salesman and a buyer well flts
him for the duties of his new posi-
tion. He will rover the southern ter-
ritory for Webb-Phillips & company
and will enter upon his new duties
July I.
inisaymen.
PLEASANT
Fair sonegilt. IhriteMay psolsably
showers. Rleelwat tesapereemn. yen.
4 04;
He Becomes Exhausted While
Swimming With Rope in
Water and Goes Down—His
Body Recovered.
Exhausted from a swim of about
2110 yards. Dick Tolbert, special po-
lice officer for the Illinois Central-
railroad, was drowned this morning
at it o'clock at the Twin lakes on
the farm or Robert Noble, about six
miles from Paducah.
Although his friends were on the
bank and frantic efforts were used to
rescue him, he went down twice. His
bpdy was recovered In about six min-
utes and despite nearly an hour's
work by his companions. Hie never
returned. His body was brought to
the city this afternoon and Coroner
Frank Maker will hold the Inquest
this afternoon at 4 o'elock at the par-
lors of Matti:, Efinger & Roth.
Tolbert, with thirteen members of
the Illinois Central fishing club, of
which he was president. Is-ft Paducah
this morning at 4:30 o'clock for the
lakes. They reached the lakes about
6 o'clock and began arranging their
seines. OnIJ four of the party could
swim, and while 'tome nrembers of
the party were seining with a small
net for minnows. Tolbert. - Clarefice
laillthorpc. George Hart and Rome
Smith, who could swim, were drag-
ging the big seine. Whenever It
caught on a snag the four would dive
and loosen it To:bert was a large
man and he had become exhausted.
Yolbert. J. W. Smith and T. .1.
Hart then went and. sat on a limb for
some time. Smith started across) the
lake with a rope in his mouth, hilt
became tired and dropped the rope
and swam to the bank. Hart followed
and then Tolbert plunged in for his
last swim. He picked up the rope
and tried to loosen it from the limb
by tugging, but seeing he was tired.
the party called for him to cross.
When he reached the middle. about
35 feet from - the bank he cried,
"Boys, you will pave to come and get
me." I-es companions thought he
was Joking, but the wind from thel
north earned him down the lake.
Suddenly he regained his polee, and
swam back about eo feet, while his
companioss I•aled to him to SOP If
he was In danger.
Tries-11-to Sieve Him.
lie called for help one.. more and
his companions were startled. G. T
Brookshire grabbed a rope and threw
to him, but in the excitement the end
slipped Oit( of his hand and sank.
whi:e Telbert grabbed the other end.
Seeing the eeriousness. Clarence Elle
thorpe jumped Into the lake. He
cramped and was pulled back by hi.
companions, who joined hands.
Spurred on once more. Ellithorpe
Jumped in holding to a rope and
when nearly to the place where Tot-
bort went under he was seised by
cramps, and he was pulled back
strangling,
- Other members of the party
itlewlisls%191013106%1Slilelli
BELMONre 1)4,UGHTER.
Galveldoft„ Texan, June 12.—
A w ..... nu, calling herself Nemeth
Bet I Clarke. claims to be the
only daughter of the late Oliver
H. P. Belmont. announeed
that she is gong to New York
60 HAIM his estate. stw assassin
she has documentary proof of
her identity.
.ANISISCVSNWs.Wies%%1MISISVIOS..
-
Jumped in and lines were formed by
{Joining hands. but Tolbert never
came to the surface a third time.
Rome Smith tried to swim but could
not, and Arthur Johnson made three
dives, but could not find Tolbert's
body.
The men at the head of the lake
were eal:ed, slid George Hart dived
with a rope and tied it to Tolbert's
retro leg. He was pulled' in and his
body was still warm. With all the
energy they possessed the men rolled
him and tried to get respiration start-
ed, hut to no avail.
At 9 o'clock Coroner Frank Esker
was notified and he went out and
took charge of the body. Dick Tdi-
bert was familiarly known and liked
by every employe of the Illinois Cen-
tral shops, and as an °Meer he had a
splendid record. He was clever, and
an air of good humor always pervad-
ed his presence. He had been special
officer for the railroad for ten years.
Tolbert was a large man, and as
he had on heavy shoes and clothing,
the effort of swimming so long was
too much. His companions say he
did not cramp. although the water
was chilly-. With him were Clarence
Ellithorpe. George Hart. Rome Smith
Guy Parks. Mack Beam, G. T. Brook-
shire. J. M. Ford. Joe Ford, John
Smith, Herbert Averett, Tom Hart,
Robert Fisher and J. R. Rutter. Tol-
bert liked the sport of fishing and ar-
ranged the last trip today himself, as
the shops were closed.
Mr. Tolbert leaves a wife and three
children: Dorothy, Dixie and Gracie.
He has one brother, Lal:y Tolbert,
who is in the city. No arrangements
have been made for the funeral.
Mr. Tolbert was a member °Lib,
Paducah lodge of Masons and the
funeral will be held under the au-
spices of the Masons.
EXPLAINS Tp BANKERS
Washington. June 12.—Becre4tar9
Cortetyou issued a circular to all na-
tional banks. eisplaining the new cur-
rency Jaw, and outlining methods to
secure the emergency currency
Gosild-De Sages Oenteact.
Paris, June 12.—It is announced
that Sense. Gould and Prince de Sa-
gan signed their wedding contract
yesterday. It Is expected the wed-
ding wilt be within a fortnight. It
will be a 'protestant ceremony as the
pope won't recognise Ens.. Gould's
di voree
PARADE WILL NOT BE PERMITTED AT .
EDDIVILLE MEETING TOMORROW EVENIfi
County Authorities Believe it
is Part Plan of Intimidation.
Kuttaw•. Ky.. June 12.—(Special)
—If incendiary speeches are made
tomorrow and the prepalled parade is
turned Into a demonstration of law-
lessness. County Judge Critmbangh
said he will line the route with sol-
diers. armed and ready to control the
situation. The situation In Lyon
county, and particularly Eddyville, is
delicate, and the people and authori-
ties are nervous over the outcome of
the meeting tomorrow, which is os-
tensibly for the,purpose of bringing
harmony between the Planters' Pro-
tective aisociation. the Farmers'
nnion and the people. and clearing
up the situation, regarding the
nee of soldiers M the county.
A big crowd from this and adjain-
lag counties is expected and a parade
of 2,000 or 3.000 people was planned
Sheriff Cash, however, a member of
the committee In charge, opposes a
parade and says he will wash his
hands of the whole affele'whtle
County Judge Crumbaugh and Coun-
ty Attorney Krone swear the whole
program Is a scheme to intimidate
the supporters of law and order and
to create feeling- against the soldiers
and those officers. who are doing
their duty.
It was first thonght the promoters
were slicer, In their purpose to up-
hold the law; but the comity ;MIL
dials have come to ffie conclusion that
Dm purpose Is otherwise. Incendiary
laleecbes, it is said,, will be put down
with an iron hand. There are 50 sol-
diers in Eddyville and vicinity.
The petition, demanding the with-
drawal of soldiers. Is finding signers
In the country. Those who are pass-
ing it around are telling farmers that
the county has to stand all the ex-
pense of maintaining the militia In
the count).
MURDERER TELLS CROWD
DISOBEDIENCE WAS CAUSK.
laiwton. Okla.. June 12.—Frank
Ford. • negro was hanged for the
murder of his wife. It was the first
execution in the new state. A thou-
Rand persons witnessed it. He made
a speech saying disobedience to his
parents as a boy brought on his fate.
Pres- BRIIKEIAWS LEGS
CRUSHED OFF AND
HE CANNOT LIVE
Thomas Jordan, a brakeman for
the Illinois Central railroad. had both
his legs cruslied off below the knees
In an accident in the Brockport yards
this morale's. He was brought to the
hoopital here at noon an& woe oper-
ated on, but he cannot live. His
father sad mother, .who remade at
Carbondale, Ill., were :MUM/dal* are
hurrying her. to he at their Noe's
bedside. -
HEROIC CONDUCT
OF TWO BOYS IN
RESCUING FRIEND
Vernis Smith, Ten Years Old,
Saves John Kelly. Who
Fainted While Fishing
Youth Fell Isto Lake Head
First From Skirl:
MIS' GET CARNF.GIE MEDA114
Heath, Kr., June 12.—(Special.)
—Overcome with heat while fishing
on Metropolis lake, John Kelly, of
Lamont, fell into the lake yesterday
afternoon at 2 o'clock and after a
brave fight was rescued by Vernet
Smith, the son of Mr. and Mrs. John
II. Smith. of 2012 Jefferson street,
Paducah, assisted by Ray Kelly.
After reaching the shore with Kelly
the two boys sucteeded In reviving
him in a short time, and he was car-
ried home before the news of hat
narrow escape from drowning had
spread. Today he is atl right but
suffers somewhat from the shock
owing to his weakened condition.
Kelly is 19 years old and with his
cousin, Ray Kelly, 16 years old. and
Vernis Smith, 14-years old, went to
the lake yesterday afternoon to fish.
John Kelly and Vernet Smith got into
a skiff, and with their lines out were
floating over the Sake. Ray Kelly
was fishing from ',the bank. John
Kelly was sitting ie the back of the
boat and as he is Convalescing from
an attack of typhoid fever the hot
sun caused him to faint. He tell ap-
parently lifeless in the water with
his head out of sight. With; SMIth
Jumped from the boat and bravely
held Kelly's head "bore the water,
which came to his pen chin.
He called for Ray Kelly, who
quickly swam to the boat, and
reached Smith, who was almost ex-
hawed from koldbig Kelly out of
the water.
With wonderful self-control the
two boys carried him out of the
water to the bank, where in a few
minutes he was revived. Tee trip to
the bank was a dangerous en,. as
there are stepoffs, but they were able
to walk In safety. Metropolis lake Is
bout 15 miles from Paducah. and at
the time of the mishap there was no
one near the three boys.
The boys tell the story with mod-
esty. but already their friends are
talking or steps toward securing a
Carnegie hero medal for their brave
deed. The proper papers will be pre
pared, presented to the commission
and ,it Is believed they will get the
medals.
Vernis Smith lives with his-parents
at 2012 Jefferson street, and when
he went to the country on a visit he
was cautioned not to go neer the
lake.
GET ALL THEY ASK
J. S. Ross one of McCracken
county's delegates to the Lexington
state Democratic convention and can-
didate for elector in the First district,
was the arm to arrive borne this
morning. Mr. Ross says that Mc-
Cracken county delegates got every-
thing they went after, and some they
decided they wanted after they ar-
rived at the convention. It was gen-
erally thought in the convention that
had Beckham forced the fight on the
chairmanship, he would not even have
been sent to Denver as a delegate at
large from Kentucky.
PACKING PLANT
BURNS TO ASHES
IN FLOOD MIDST
Kansas City, June 12.—The Nel-
son Morris packing plant caught tire
this morning it le in the center of
the flooded district surrounded Ise wa-
ter, making it difficelt to fight the
denies. The building was erected in
190.3 after the flood and cost a mil-
lion dollars. Another buittling was
destroyed at a loss of $15.0.000.
:Small intervening buildings were de,
namited to prevent the spread of the
flames.
The fire loss will be $244,000. Two
worknoen'were kilted and two beet
In the explosion of a tank of aninignilla
welch started the Ste,
Loma of Crops.
St. Louis, June 12.— The Missis-
sippi is still rising Thousaads of
acres and miles of reilesiad Melte are
Iffider waters. The elfest Of Kw atm
eouri flood ia expeeted &today. The
less to , I •••
No Equivocatiot n Manifested in
National Platform of Republican
Party on Issues of the Campaign
Attorney General Wade
of Ohio, in Terse English',
Sets Forth Principles and
Policies.
Chicago, June 12,.—The commit-
tee seated the Taft delegates in the
remaining Texas districts and is con-
sidering Virginia and West Virginia,
and expects to close today.
It is believed the credentials com-
mittee will approve the report after
abort hearings and the convention isle
get organized quickly. Taft's; friends
announce their platform of appeals
to the intelligence rather than the
prejudice of voters. It breathes
Roosevelt's spirit but uses milder
language. It Indorses Roosevelt,
contains an anti-injunction plank. f*
tons increasing the navy, indirectly
outlines the Japanese policy.
Hughes' victory in the racing fight
makes him a favorite for Nice presi-
dent, if he'll accept, and the New
York delegation is willing.
Taft delegates at large and in the
First, Second, Third, Fourth, Sixth
and Eighth Virginia districts; were
seated. It is announced that James
G. Cannon, president of the Fourth
National bank of New York, will suc-
ceed Cornelius Bliss as the treasurer
of the national committee.
Hughes Not is the Race.
Albany, N. Y., June 12.—Gover-
nor, Hughes, through his secretary,
announced that' he will not accept the
nomination for vice president.
The Platforsu.
Chicago, Ill., June 12.—Now that
practicallt all the contested case, are
out of the way and the nomination oi
Taft on the first ballot is assured, the
administration forces have set them-
selves seriously to work on the p1at-
ENSCISNIMWSISSWels%1S%%%%%%en
,.40‘KILLS SON-IN-LAW.
4101
Richmond, Ky., June 12.—
(Speclal.)—W. M. Keeton, a
prominent farmer, killed J. Kay-
Ion, his son-in-law, In a quarrel.
The shooting took place in front
of Rayloe's wife and children.
Keeton escaped 10 the moon-
tale.,.
fsrnr. Attorney-General Wade Ellie.
of Ohio, has aufved here with a ten-
tative draft in his possession. This
draft is simply the working out of
the outline which Senator Hopkins
brought here some days ago and sub-
mitted to a canference of the -allies"
on Tuesday".
Attorney-General Ellis has, how-
ever, a peculiar and valuable knack
for putting things into terse, unmis-
takable English and his services were
early enlisted by Secretary Taft for
this purpose.
In the first plate it may be stated
unequivocally that the tentative plat-
form is straightforward and to the
point. Many of the principles are
stated in the general terms as abso-
lutely necessary and wholly wise, but
there is no equivocation, no subter-
fuge to catch vote's, no dodging. Any
(Continued on Page Four.)
Chicago Market.
High, Low. Close.
Wheat ... 8844 87¼ 88/4
Oorn . . . 67 %1 66% G1'/.
Oats   43 424k 4214
Prov. 14.2244 14.41754 14.10
Lard ... /Lie; % M.774 II.7754
Ribs— . - . icr. 7.72% 7.71
Cadiz, Ky., June 12.—Mr. Ballard F. Smith, of Hazard. Perry county,
was- married Tuesday evening to Miss Willie Ed Campbell, of Rock Castle,
this county. Esquire Jack Cooper, of Trigg Furnace. verforming the cere-
mony. Young Smith is a member of Cqmpany E. Kentucky State Guards.
of Whitesburg, and has been stationed near Rock Castle with his com-
pany for the past several weeks. Tuesday afternoon he and Miss Clamp-
bed drove back to Trigg Furnace, where they were united in marriage.
Miss Campbell is about 18 years of age and a very attractive young
lady. She is the daughter of Mrs. Franklin Oliver, of the Rock Castle
neighborhood. Young Smith left Rock Oastle Tuesday night on the
steamer Eluttorff, in company with the rest of his company, for his home
In the mountains, leaving his young bide at the hotel in Rock Castle,' and
expects to return In about ten days for her.
CUBAN ACCUSES 'BILLEK SECURES
MILLIONAIRE OF FIFTH REPRIEVE
BREAKING 11011131 FROM GALLOWS
' New York. June 12,—Antonio
Ruiz, an attache of the Cuban lega-
tion at Washington. sued Mare Ruts
fifer divorce, charging misconduct with
an unknown man. He declared be
will sue a mil:Ionaire for alienation
of his wife's affections. It Is stated
Mrs. Ruiz was a former St. Lou's
woman and mentioned in the testi-
mony 'Mrs. Alfred Vanderbilt's suit
for divorce.
WILL HANDLE FERRY
TRADE FOR BETTIE,
Arrangements have been made for
the gasoline boat Outline carrying a
barge to tabs the plow of the ferry-
boat Settle Owes, while she is on the
marine ways for repairs. The new
boat twill be commanded by Captain
John Coles and will matte her first
trip tomorrow morning and will rsin
on the same schedule as the Hattie
Owen The arrangements srUl prove
quite a convenience to the tarsiers
across the river, and will be of great
benefit to business interests of the
city. which have suffered since the
Settle Owen was forced to the honk
for malts.
Another
Heavy rains along the KAMM river
last night. it is feared will mum an-
other flood. There is no change in
conditions here today.
Water Herodias.
Topeka, Kits., June 12.—The wa-
ter is receding.
hk.natilIrts. R. Inakr11. of Cyr-
pleas; *press. ace *Wig Deputy
Shcriff Clark Fortoon, en route to
Livingston county
Chicago, June 12.—Federal Judge
Landis. reprieved Herman BIllek, sea
traced to hang at noon. for the mur-
der of Mary Vrsal, until the United
States supreme court considers his
case. All preparations for the execu-
tion was made and the rites adminis-
tered to Stilek. The scaffold Is ready
Governor Deneen refused to interfere.
It Is the fifth time_Billirk has received
stays.
a
FOR MONUMENT
•-••
The money derived from the ball
game to be "red by the teams com-
posed of the members of the KID
and the Chess. Checker and Whist
club, will be given the United Daugh-
ters of the Confederacy to help de-
fray the expense of putting up the
monument in Lang circle. The exact
date for the dime has not pat Was
decided on but will be the latter part
of June
MILITIA SCOURS
WOODS IN SEARCH
OF A DESPERADO
GEOLOGIST MAKES
:INVESTIGATION OF
'" FLUOR SPARatom
Going to Inspect. Deposits of
Mineral in Souther* Illinois
Next Week.
Kentucky Led She Was
Discriminated Against.
N MAKING STEEL
Assistant State Geologist F. Jolliet
Fohs was in the city today on his
way to southern Illinois where be will
Investigate the fluor spar dePtiebie and
ni:nes of that section. Mr. Faits
stated that he could not give a com-
prehensive report on the Kentuoloy
mineral field until he had 'gathered
data on fluor spar mining In other
states. Kentucky, which lead in Use
production of this mineral for heti
years, has recently lost first place to
Illinois, but the reason for it is found
in a discriminating freight rate. rath-
s,trtehun in any larger deposits in thata
Illinois miners of fluor spar had an
advantage of $1 a ton In freight
rates over Kentucky, until the inter-
state commerce commission last.
rear reduced it to"90 omits, but even'
this 411) per cent reduction gives, Illi-
nois a large advantage. Kantischy
has larger deposits of hoer elmf than
any state or country In North Ameri-
ca and other Minim being equal would
aye the largo* production'. Critten-
den, Livingston and Caldwell coun-
ties coatata the principal veins.
though Loon, Hopkins and Christian
counties have mines. The veins are'
found at the surface and fp down
2.0114) feet in places, though no Kee- •
tucky mine is over 210 feet deep.' le
width, the veins vary front two ladies
to 34 feet. Colorado, Arbon* sad'
Tennessee also produce this soinerai.
Fluor spar briefed lb itent-leateg.
-tad especially In the 14W aisle Om
Hearth method oY otoof-aiinstootocii,
which is rapidly becoming the .
commercial steel. _IL _le_
better than the Bessemer Or Med
open hearth methods, and 90. per omit
M the total fluor spar production is
now consumed in the new Prinnlak
!tails made from this prawn are re-
placing all 'others in railroad •repeir
and construction.
Mr. Fobs Is specialising on illOf
tpar at this time, but his researches .
rover the entire mineral - deposits of
Kentucky. He gathers data on leo-
Suction, mining methods and ether
information relevant to the Iseult.,
whist Is published for the beside of
the citizens of the state. Sy 
lug themselves of these 
bel=
many'citiastis who go blisdly Wm •
mining ventures, could gala knowl-
edge that would changed* ledgers,
from a gamble to a ealeatlite Mortali-
ty. Kentucky is doh Is almost every
mineral except gold and silver. ISM
westeril" section loads le production
now, but the eastern emetics prole-
.1IeS to outstrip it, one. draildnillmend,
becomes general.
BASKET PLANT SALE
IS SET MIME AGAIN
Judge Walter Ryan today WM
set aside the sale of the Merger
thaler-Horton Basket Hanafaeliarlei
company plant to F. I. ;Ask for
$34,076, and the pleat Mast again be
advertised and sold. tedisah few-
yers, representing the perebastra Slid
bondholders who did let west the
sale confirmed._ argued the moo be-
fore Judge Evans in Louisville this
morning. Information about the de-
cision did mot state when the test
sale would be held.
THE 0,914 GREAT 110194111
coNTIMT.
I VOTE FOR
Vial. Mho.
Street No.
. . OOOOOOOOOO 161.466.•
,
5.
Oklahoma City, Okla.. Joao 12.—
properly
wantol for two rders. Is within 
ailed sat
•
Jim Kingsbury, the aegro desperado.
live miles of the • He stared lain to (hi Casa spumartaftt
light 
tMilitia arra =tin othea.i:rAltisioda,fromolhabsrclt"-. Tb:te' hi win
hmE holoo' mummy oppong Su,"
, kli h,s 'a ,r' and tiro meil here
before he is caught.
•
it Ti JUNK 17.
w,,erales.,
St
esw 
-
se; dilintaileressmanere
/ --
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN, •
ured Chronic Dyspepsia
  Mx. 4ffex. Aeosier, gg.
so., praise* Du fly`.g chart
Malt Whiskey for coin pietely
curing him of dyspepsia and
stomach troubles, which were
of long standing. tie strongly
recommends Dufty's Pure Malt
W hiskey torahl stomach troubles.
For five years 1 have suffered with
stomach troubles, caused by over-
work, and several tithes have bud
severe attacks of gastritis, which de-
veloped into a chronic case of dye-
Opel*. After beginning the use of
Duffy's Pure NI alt Whiskey Iraperi-
enced immediate relief and eventu-
ally effected a permanent cure, and
sincerely recommend Duffy 's Pure
Malt Whiskey to anyone suffering
from dyspepsia or similar stomach
adlictions."-ALEX.K.KESSLER,
St.. Louis, Mo., Oct. 15, 1907.
Duffy' ure Malt WhIske
is an absolutely pure aistitiation of malted grain: 
great care being used to
blot evety kernel thoroughly malteds thus destroying the gem ,and Pro-
ducing a predigested liquid food in the form of a malt essence, which is
the most effective tonic stimulant and invigorator known to scie
nce; soft-
ened by warmth and moisture its palatability and freedom from injurious
substances render it so that it can be retained by the most sensitiv stomach.
It is invaluable for overworked
men, delicate women and sickly chil-
dren. It strengthens and sustains
the system; is a promoter of health
Zicingevity ; makes the old youngki:ps the young strong._
fewer or Sleader tor Dotty 's Pure Plalrtligt:
CnUTIOS..-Whon you ask your
key be sore 305 get theae:woe. its the
snly absolutely pure 
awnc 
in I salt whiskey
I. bold only in waled bottles; never in
la Prose SIAM. 'Leak for the 
trukerwark
:01111 Cnerwist't on the label, sad make
the seal woe the cork In unbroken.
OW Dr. R. Caere.. Consultiog Physician.
free woodiasl booklet and
L
stele Malt Masks/ Cs.,
THE FAVORITE SON PRESIDENTIAL SERIES
Some Familiar Sketches By Washington Correspondent of the
United Press. •
broader field, and 'in 1905 he was
eleeted to the Unite Stites senate to
oneteeed Joy** H. ituallfes, and took
his seat Jewelry 4. 1901.
That 1.a Foette would ba la-
effectual as a member of the United
States senate was the predictlin
freely made 'byhis numerous entente*
The powerful interests which be bad
antagonMed In his own state feared
and rese1/2/741 his presence in the
United States senate.
Disappointed limemdes.
lie has disappointed bia enemies
no iesa theft he has pleased MS
friends. Thole who believed that he
would be content to make a noise and
let it gb at that have found that they
were mistaken. Others who thought
that he would render himself useless
by el-advised personal attacks or un-
dignified conduct have 011ound they'
were equally in error. On the other
hand, the smooth, diplomatic gentle-
men who run the senate helve found
it impessIble to move IA leollettu
from his regular course of action DY
soft speech, promises or hope* of any
kind of reward. Neither ofBees nor
tendered appointments on important
committees, nor peasant owlet rola-
lions have been effectual in swerving
La Follette fruna the course he had
mapped out. e
Senator La Follette, has eonstitubed
himself a very important miaority
of one. in this capacity he Objects
to bad legislation and uses his .1,-
jeet!oos to secure what is possible of
good legislation, and the fact that the
senate does business practically by
unanimous consent, has made LA Vol.
:ette's legislative independence a po-
tent factor in the law making power.
'The best speech on the administra-
tion's railroad rate law was that de-
livered by Senator eat Follette.. He
Is responsible for more amendments
to that law as It now stands on the
books than any single member of the
Senate. His lung fight with the rail-
roads in Wisconsin. bad given bier a
wonderful preparation to deal with
this aubject intelligently and force-
fully. President Roosevelt acknowl-
edged the assistance rendered by La
Follette in this fight, and several of
the latter's amendments were adopt-
ed te the administration before they
were presented in the senate. .
Senator La Follette was a pioneer
in the work of saving the public
utilities. In the fifty-ninth- congress
he exposed an effort by the Standard
Oil company to acquire the oil and
mineral lands in the then territory or
Washington, June 12.--The thinks varied. They ineluded house to °reborn& and Indian Territory, He
hest known about Robert M. La Fo:- house_ 
eaniPetening. many defeats. prepared, but was unable tosecure
painenage belies satel _even offers o she. pateftee of an eleelfees law se
• tette are: That he is e reformer who money by torporMiOnS interested in protect the rights of the government.
'Pea figured in Wisconsin for a num- getting him oat of their way. In one and thus of the people, in coal andbillp• 
that
her of years; that he has , gov-
e• r of that state and is now
cm_ instance. it is aeeged. the moraine- mineral lanes which still are part of
b• ar of the tilted States sena .
i tion for governor was stolen from the public domain. He aided the
- him by the purchase of delegates. pmisage of the meat Inspection law.
be 'Iyes on nuts and vegetables in- But at length kis strength with the the pure food law, the employers'
' stead of meat and potatoes; that he peop:e leeame so em-rwhelming that eatelity lew and practically al: the
does the Chautauqua circuit profit- be was nominated and elected, good legislation enacted In the Fifty.
ably during the summer time; that
the railroads hate him; that members 
During his servicPeas governor. La ninth congress. •
. •t the United States senate are not
Follette was so successful in his pro- 'In ,the sixtieth congress La Fol-
-• toad of beer that be makes a good 
sexastla of reform that an honest tette sing'e bandedly defeated the
majority was secured in the if-eis:a- orerina) Aldrich currency ,bill. Hespeech; that he is opposed to the
ture and laws were enacted compee. held that the bill was intended psi-
manly to create a market for rail-
road &Pruritic% which had been cor-
ralled by Rockefeller. Morgan. Ryan
and a few other New York capitalists
and at sienator IA Follette's demand
the smelled "railway bond feature"
of the Aldrich bill was stricken est.
A reword of this character had its
natural effect in drawing upon the
head of La Follette the bitter enmity
of nine-tenths of the members of the
senate. He found himself the objett
of a conspiracy fostered by the "Old
Guard." the object of which was to
"segregate" him. The leaders of the
senate apparently agreed to speak to
him once during the day, but other-
wise to ignore his presence as a mem-
ber of that body. This has, however.
made no difference to the - Wisconsin
senator, who has gone on with his
self-appointed task of being a thorn
in the side of those who he believes
represent the vetted interests.
;rested interests and that all raeroad
men think he wears hoofs and horns.
Be has been in political life for
28 years, dureig hich ttine. be served
three consecutve terms in the lower
branch of congress,' and three times
as governor. He was defeated for
re-election to the house in 1)00, and
that year marked the beef:toting or
his remarkable struggle against the
domination of railroad and other. cor-
parations In the politics of Reven-
ges.
At the end or ten years' effort he
became governor of the state. The
experiences of those ten years were
ing the.' valuation of railroads and
other quasi-pub:1c corporate property
and revising the taxes of these cor-
porations so that they have been corn-
psied to pay more nearly their just
proportion. A primary eleetion law
for sena:orial and other nominations
was passed. A good law was secured
covering the grant of street railway
franchises to municipal corporations
In the state and permitting a vote by
the people on all such iniportant
priviieges.
Has leg elf-ailed house in his own
state, La Follette decided to enter a
The MU of the laundry Business
Its alphabet, its elementary
principles—were long ago
learned by us and are applied:
Ability ("know-bow" and
skill); best materials (soap,
water, starch, ete.); care
(the -conscious" of any sue-
ceasful bu sine's_ mau)."
Hence it is that our work
pleases 99 out of 100 of our
patronsthe odd l should be.
and is, a negligib:e quantity.
STAR STEAM LAUNDRY
Both Phones-200 120 N. Fourih S',
IT DRAWS to its:- t the
swell chantre which you for-
merly weltered. It starts a
grossing bank account and
creates a fund which will fi-
nally make you independent.
bilaii• that Viral Deposit
today. We pay four per
Cent. intereet.
Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
110 Breadway
TFACHERS IN NO HURRY
To TAKE EXAMINATIONS,
ee 5(.t to,
lasiiiliag.
Clubs. w. L. Pet
Otileago 211 IC 11311
ZIthelseati . .... • 26 is 591
PIttelbtars 2.5 to .6*311
New York 25 22 .515
Philadelegits • • ..... 21 Mt .512
Boston e 20 2.5 4411. 
St. Louis 20 341 .4,01,r 
Brooklyn .. , 16 29 .35C
At New York.
New York, June II! --Waxier s
home run was the feature.
Score: Rag
New York  2 7 II
Pittsburg  5 4 0
Batteries--Mathewson and Bresna-
ban; Wit* sad 04betin.
' At Boston,
Boatels, Awe I Beaumont's
muff allowed the e ,sitors to score
their only- run.
Score R 11
llamas .  t
Cinelnnati.  1 6 2
Ha-aeries Repuites and Grabane
Campbell and McLean.
At PbMadelpIda.
Philadelphia Jun.- 12 The- assee
mixed. their lilts w the is ours'
Boors R II F.
Philadelphia-  3 4 1
St. Louis  1 4 1;
Batteries Cbrridoii and booln.
Frutunsa and Hoitei • •
• At prod;ki)o.
Brooklyn. June 12. - The e,sitors
won • hard fought eleven lupine pea-
ks:re
Score: R lt
Brooklyn .. -s st .4.  1 5
Chicano   2 11 ti
Batteries— Wilhelm and Bergen:
Lundgren and Kling
ARIEDIDAN LE sat-R.
INAssdkid.
Clubs. W. I.. Pet.
'eago  24)
St. Louis 27 21 .563
Cleveland 26 22
New York ... 23 22 .512
Detroit .......  24 23 .ell
Philadelphia  2C 24 .489
Boston ....... 22 25 ,isie
Washington  114 29 .1143
At (b&-ago.
*ere: R H
Chicago  7 7 2
Philadelphia . .... it 3 3
Batteries -- San.th and eullie.en;
Schlitzer, leckeen. tsennba, Powers
WI" FRIDAY, J1NE IS.
A
1111111aw SEM
MONO all the builders of this
Nation .none deserve more lasting
gratitude than this stout Old
Quaker Champion.
Irish and English prisons could not con-
quer his spirit, and from a cell in the tower
of London he conceived the idea of found-
ing beyond the seas a state wherein Broth-
erly Love-Peace On Earth and Personal
Liberty might become living facts. Thus
Pennsylvania was founded.
When colonial governor he introduced
vine-growing and brewing.und at Pentibury
Manor he had a brew house '
Above middle height-well built and agile
-William Penn in his early days was an
expert swordsman, a courageous soldier,
and a splendid athlete.
He died at 74, and the results of his life's
doings bear eloquent witness that the mod-
erate use of a good malt beer helps to create
the noblest qualities of mind and soh!.
His statue stands in Philadelphia, 547 hat
high-for all the world to see.
*Nat..nal Mainline Of fluster,- XVI Rags 154,
The True Will,nrn Penn, 4.0is1S1
I)eotIundiry Nati.nal IlWerayby- V...1 X LIV.
&Mrs Mental In Huitorv, Peers 111, 191 Is,1, 103 the., el.
"tUPULIN
Has created a stir in the medical world
because of its great Tonic properties for
stomach disorders It is found in the
highest and most effective form in
Saazer Hops, grown in -the Province
of Saaz, Bohemia.
The Anheuser-Busch Brewing
Association, St. Louis, U. S. A., im-
port more of these hops than all other
brewers in the United States, and use
them exclusively in their famous
Budweisera 4
THE KING OF ALL
BOTTLED BEERS
Bottled OM) at the
ANHEUSER - BUSCH BREWERY
St. Louis, Mo.
Coribisii sr wet lb Crews C.p.
J. K. STEIPIFIN. Msgr..
ANHEUSER-BUSCH BRANCH,
P ̂DUCAL KY.
Dervalid. o*Itbrec-k, At 
Detroit
3 7 4.1 said for venire ntious endeavor end '
ti)h°1-30.Puirs.gh'Ithhtit7 yh4eieldriathlteelihtopeene tab": re- I itilin deltuilf "VI
 Its
4111"141.-AbliPtIvart
.
New York ...... ....... 1 6 0 'Rya. work. His peroration at the .1 Nappy Wattle
. lialieries - Willett and Se-timid.: en oril - each year divide. the , profits w!".1 see that her baby is 
properly
Ohechro and Blair. with all employes who have ben !cared for -to do the a greed parrs-
vi.la the company, fur more than two, live is necessary. Many babies sue
At St. Leed,. y eats. To insure fairs. so and to ' ter from worms and their rnothers
R le g ' male. Ile. seheuie tepTieral a week y brit snow
at the end of each year the ilea Is of i troubeet with worms. White's Cream
sieeyer atbaniyahltsg, eivteri,- re
montelies d, el) thoutelt. "I roe*,
"Weil.- steel thee tourist, after a6 9 .,6 record of each setipeyee :s kept. cud 1 ist and doesn't
the hone. ran at a glance te:! jtvo Vertnifuge will clean out these you've go; him if he . 
ver gets cut
what oti4h man has done each week worms in a mIld, pleasant way. Once s: that telegraph for me at 
my et-
The weekly report systtin derma je..• tz..al aSways used. Give it a trial. lychee - Lipoineotte
hoe nub Ii leek as.1 west rhararter !Prier. 25 tents. irilill by- J. H. Oehl-
At tievekuld. of work rt done The mite:tete °fie-biases. halm Bros.. C. le 
Ripley. rest li.e.Pital Doclof --That pa-
Score 4 _ ,..r. :.
_ Re 141 f4: week: It is then exavnieed by the , 'wifely Entowelpese 
tient who was brought in last nighteach departtEent !...en this report each.;
Morgan and McFarland. *ay the house i- alie ',- , s ceneee- "Ties sir " h.. .1!.1, "in 
lithAi Record
ao get a dresa suit case "-- Philadel-
,tSeee_ aftonind
the ogees of the cone. rut In dos' to.", ...fili 1.01.1•1 the famous tereibe of iiiillu:P:tiani nee:eetnolin-g--YreitlIlt:""st511-
Boston  0 5 1 genera: menaces anti Thinly roaches + A Loyeen. retie Was showifee an
Batteries - Check and N. Clarke,
• Score;
.St. Louis
Wauthington,  3 7 3
Batterieie- Powell. Graham. Wad-
dell and Stephyme. Johnson.
berg. S:rvet sod Warner.
The- tomb of the grfroest pallet '040
w..rld .-ter toen Lord Ni-loot;
Th:s marbi.• ,-seeneistrue'weirhs forte-
tie, tune tbat Is A 004 IS.
eel' at :...that 14.-!gbs
 Iliff4Vs• tona. an'
hinsiele that 4 a 1.nel casket weighlret
two tons. ilineide that Is mahog-
any coffin that 'oldie the bleb.", id lb..
•
4
Mis1a4a Makes Pale Blood.
The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE-
LESS CHILL TONIC drives oat ma-
laria and builds up the system. For
grown people and children, 50c.
For two days no teachers of .the
public telexes have been before the
board of mediral elaminers, and the
board bas decided to discontinue hold
lug the examinations until ante the
return of Superintendent J. A. Cares
nagey. Superintendent Carnagee has
sgoue to Madlson. Ind.. ledngton.
Frankfort and Bowling (keen and
will not return for ten days. Only
four of the teachers have bees exam-
ined, and each one bas wised the
physieal examination.
e •
And the honesty of a poor man Is
seldom questioned:
BUILT UP.
Hight Peed Gives Streusels and Beebe
Power.
The natural elements of wessat assiU
barley, including the phosphate of
potatel. are found in Grape-Nuts,
and that Is why lemons who are rim
down front Improper food pick up
rapidly on Grapes_Nuta.
"My itetern was run down by ex-
eeesive night work." writes a N. Y.
man, "in spite of a liberal supply of
ordinary food.
)'After using Grape-Nuts I noticed
seeprovement at once, In strength. and
:terve and brain power.
"This food seemed to lift me tin
and stay with tne for better exertion,
with lees fatieue By weight increas-
ed 2', lbs. with rigor and comfort in
proportion.
"When traveling I seelwaye carry
the food with me to insure having It"
Nome given by Postum Co., Bat-
tle Creek, Mich Read "The Road to
Weliville." in lege.
Ever read the above letter? A see
"e01,1)1ERING" l'ROBLEM.
Employes Who Shirt Their Wort.
Big Leak Is bahasuies.
Tho question of "soldiering"-
shirking work and Whig on the part
or emplOyes -Wei problem every em-
ployer who carries pay-roll of may
proportions has constantly to face
The "soldiering" exists in any plain
*there a large number of emPloSea
engaged cannot be disputed. How
to prevent it. hotelo stimulate ewe
ployes to turn out an honest day's
Cork for an honest day's wages is
the perplexing pole.
As any manufacturer kaows, labor
Is the principal element of cost in
aimed cvery variety of commercial
Cork, In some lines of manufac-
turing it allidents to 50 to 60 mid
even 80 per cant, of the entire cost
Of production. In °Mee work the,
labor is the total coat, while in sel-
ling the Sobbed product it anionats
to from 3 to 5b per cent. of the ar-
ticle sold Hence it will readily be
seen that the someway of getting the
full quota of work from each' em-
ploye is of vital importance to the
employer who would have a balance
In the right side of the ledger at the
end of the year.
"Soldiering" is one of the biggest
leaks In the modern plant. , Not on-
ly does the slow worker waste be
time, but he impedes the work of his
associates and should eve or six one
penes waste, say, one-fifth of one-
Sixth of their time, It becornes neces-
sary to employ an additional laborer,
and that means the installation of
another maehin• and additional floor
space, light, heat and record work
in the Mere.
In speaking of this demoralizing
prantice a prominent employer of
Chicago-a man whose pay-roll car-
ries thousands of atenes---recente
expressed the malaise that the most
"%della remedy for'thiti eonstnerefal
oar appears from ttme to time. They disease. -If It may be me termed, was
are wittdae, true, and 'AN at Itipitaa to eery a reward. Waite th• em-
iaterres. - 0:ayes graft sherers with the em-
,
TEE MORE PRIZES
Three valuable prizes have been ded to the already long
list of valuable rewards for the hustlin contestants in The Sun
Popularity Contest.
They are two scholarships in the International Corre-
spondence Schools of Scranton, Pa., 'rlii one scholarship in
the Paducah Central Business College.
These scholarships are transferrable and cover nine dif-
ferent courses: General Illustrating, Art, Book-keepipg, Ste-
nography and Civil Service.
These prizes will be awarded to the three persons securing
either second, third or fourth highest number of votes in the
three different districts.
This makes a grand total of eighteen prizes to be awarded
in the great Sun Popularity Contest and represents an expendi-
ture of $2,200 for pries.
The contest has just begun; this is the third week; any
new candidates desiring to enter the field may do so. Eighteen
prizes; you zertainly can win one.
Sun Popularity Contest
le
4
4,
o
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FRIDAY, JUNE 111. THE PADUCAH EVENTNG SUN.
Looking for a Cool and
Comforthble
SUMMER SUIT
If you are, here you can get one that
is not only cool and' comfortable but
that cannot be duplicated in style, finish
and fit, except by a high priced custom
tailor
Our Summer Suits
with or without vest are not ordinary
suits; the fabrics are in exclusive pat-
terns and correct shades of brown, olive,
gray, bYue and fancy mercerized mohairs.
The tailoring is the work of, the most
skillful and highest paid craftsmen in the
country. Come sec the following
specials:
•
•
Men's and Young Men's Summer Suits,
single or double breasted, two or three but-
ton, in the newest patterned worsteds, cassi-
meres and cheviots; full value $20.00,
Special $15
Men's and Young Men's Summer . Suits, of
the latest single and double breasted models,
madc of fine serges, worsteds, caesimeres
and cheviots; full value $25.00,
Special $20.
A continuation of our special purchase sale
of $15, $12 and $10 outing ceats and pants for
,$6.48
Remember this is nob a sale of broken lots
nor odds and ends, but thc surplus stock of
Walcoff, Udell & Co.
'Tis Straw Hat Time
Choose Here et $1 to $7.50
All the smart, nobby shapes in fashionable straws
from America's hest makers. See our window•
4;16y-it's worth seeing.
Summer Underwear
Our famous dollar lines ie knee and ankle length,
the B. V. D. athletic, finest feather weight lisle,
Bonbon French balbriggan, American silks in
blue., pink and hoc), patterns; finer goods to
$7.50 per suit.
i41°'
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CITY SPRINKLING
DISTRICTS MADE
ordieanc,e Committee Decides
In Favor of Them.
'Arnow.. WW Ile Raised on AU Lines
Bominees Next 'Year, ht the
Edict.
A BUtiV SESSION LAST NIGHT
In a busy session last night the
Ordinance committee of the general
council decided to bring in a number
of ordinances. AU 9f the city licenses
will be raised, as the members of the
committee thought that the preset
rates were too :ow in comparison
with the licenses of other cities. The
new ordinance will be drafted care-
fully, and every line of business will
be covered so that there may be no
loopholes. Licenses on one and on
two horse wagons will be charged
different rates.
The sprinkling district will be a
go probably, as the committee will
bring in an ordinance at tjae next
meeting of the board.. The streets
that will be Inc;uded in the ordinance
have not been designated. but the
ordinance committee agreed that the
street committee should have the
power to name the streets. Mayor
Smith Is heartily in favor of the ordi-
nance and explained that it would be
a protection to the gravel streets. The
property owners on the streets that
are In the sprinkling district will pay
a per cent of the cost.
City Solicitor James Campbell.
Jr., was authorized to draft an ordir
nerve creating the office of city
buyer. prcecriblng his duties and sal-
ary. The power of appointing the
city buyer will be given to the mayor
and the presidents of the two boards.
For the relief of the merchants an
ordinance will be brought in making
:t a violation of the ordinanee -to use
mechanical instruments in the bust-
Hess district during the day. This
wilt put a ben on electric pianos and
Plienographil, but will permit the
moving picture shows to use their
musical instrnmenta after business
hours. Alderman Stewart said that
nine-tenths of the merchants were on
the warpath because of the noise.
The instruments, have been played
every afternoon.
Ice Dealers.
. Ice dea:eno also come withit the
meaning of the ordinance, and the
promiseumie ringing of the gongs wil
he prohibited. Tjoe hell may be rung
one time at each house, hut to slap
the, clapper any more will mean a
fine' of. from $5 to $10.
The fire stations may not be, used
aga n for vo ng or on reg s rat on
days. as an ordinance will be brought
In making the stations be used for
only ere lighting. Mayor Smith ex-
plained to the committee that it was
dangerous to have tke telephones
used for all purposes, as some one
might be calling up for the announce-
ment of•the vote, and an alarm of
fire mightmight be delayed several min-
Every body must be vaccinated in
Paducah If the general council WE
pass the ordinance thaf`the commit-
tee will present. This precaution
will be taken by the city fathers to
prevent an epidemic of smallpox or
any. contagious disease.
The ordinance providing- for the
Improvement of Tenth street between
Broadway and Kentucky avenue will
he repealed. The city purchased the
property from Mrs. 1'. H. Puryear.
and in the ordinance the agreement
was violated by tit city.
An ordinance will be brought In
ter the improvement of the alley be-
tpeen Tennessee. Jones. Sixteenth
abd Eighteenth streets. The prop-
erty owners have agreed to stead the
expense of graveling the alley.
The committee was given further
time for an Investigation before
4!rfloInot the words "tobacco broker"
from the city license ordinance.
Alderman Ste'wart brought up the
matter of having the ordinance com-
mittee meet twice a month instead
ef •once. The members thought it
advisable aid will meet the Manday
night after each regular council meet-
ing.
Present at the meeting last night:
were: Aldermen Stewart and Hank,
and Councilmen Van 'Meter mod
Krceiser.
1 gailub.4.41.1■411waliow•01.4 VINeiao.sive1/1.4101411P".lbaga,mgibmig+aggi.gromiftweawisyb,...miline,..
with a 0, ,t_o to slightly above Cairo win, 
big trip of raund trip liaesengers and continue rising for at least 5 days.
freight She returned to Evansville reaching close flood stage at Chester:
at 110011. and :12 feet or more at Cape Glear- 1
The John S. 'Hopkins will be the deem.
Evansy:lie packet tomorrow morning.
The city of Saltillo arrived from
St. Louis at 6:30 last night with a
big trip of freight and 56 excursion-
ins tram:Chicago and 53 from St.
Louts. all making the round trip
front St. Letils up the Tennessee. The
italtillo will return here on her way
to St. Lou a Monday afternoon.
The Kentucky came out of the
Tennessee last night at 12 o'clock
with • big trip of lumber and croole
ties for Brookport and a number of
passengers. She will return to the
Tennessee Saturday evening_ at 6
o'clock.
The Geerge Cowling made her two
tripe, front Metropolis here today do-
ing a big business on both trips.
The Roystl arrived from Golconda
at 141 o'clock this morning in charge
of her new owners and returned at 2
o'clock bh:s afternoon with big trips
each way.
The Sajor Slack passed down the
Ohio on her way to Cairo rentellay
evening. with three barges of pav-
ing briek from Cincinnati.
The Chattanooga arrived from a
abort trip up the Tennessee river af-
ter ties yesterday afternoon and
went to Jotra to unload. She re-
turned _thts alliornoon and le taking
on freight preparing to leave for tit?
Teoneosee to Chattanooga tomolorow
afternoon at 2 o'clock.
The Henrietta arrived from Jopila
yesterday evening with a tow of
empty bargee.
The Harth Is doing harbor k
for the Weet Kentucky ('oat co
while the Kuttawa is tied U
spection.
, .1.44.1.1 14","r r","1,41P.P.,4 Captains Green and
rived 111 the city yester
to _Inspect steamboats. The
Lyda Margaret, Kuttawa and try
N. will be Iiiesettod.
Captain W. C. Witkey. general
•it4 manager of the Chattanooga Packet
. r Vt. • 4.11111135"...11.. 0.1, fall company, and Mr. F. C. Hiner, traffic
tbattan000ta  5.7 0.1 fall nwailager. are 10 the city looking after
i Cincinnati . . . .  14.6 0.11 fale
13.4 0.1 fellgralorplitignor,i11e 
2.7 0.3 fall
7 9 41 2 fellJohnsonville 
Lout/ sine 0.1 0.3 fell
Mt Oarniel  6.3 0.1 fall
I RIVER NEWS 1
Neorheille  141.1 &II- fail
Pittsburg . . 4.7 1.4 rise
St Louis  34.7 0.4 Nee
Mt Vernon . 12.7 0.3 fall
Paducah .... 21 9 0 3 eau
River gage at 7 o'clock this morn-
ing 21 9, a fall of .2 since yesterday
morning.
The Dick Fowler got away for
elah'o on time this /morning with a
MO kip of ftoight and pewee rims
She oil ',turn tonight at 7 !0
the 41,4; Ft.,014.1 rivt•I 110111
ma. business of the Chattanooga,
river trade.
The Peteno Lee will leave Cincin-
nati this afternoon tat 5' o'clock ands
arrive here Monday afternoon on her
way to Mewl/hit'.
I official Forecast*. •
The Ohio At Evansville il1 con-
tinue falling for 12 hours, followed
by nearly pratkonary for a day or two,
At Mt. Vernon "will continue failing
(9r.24 hours. At Paducah will begin
insight. At (Afro no material change
for 2 days.
The Tennessee at Florence and
Riverton will fall and at Jeirneonvilist
no materiel ebease during the next
24 hours
II
PAINIE MIMS
I I AT we want
more than
than anything else is
comparisonm-inves-
tigate those "R. &
NV." suits we're sell-
ing at $20.50, made
to sell for $5 to $10
more. The maker
sold them to us at a sacri-
fice. They're new goods-
not"carried-overs." Telling
you about the styles and the
price isn't as graphic as
showing the goods and
making the actual show down. Come in.
THOSE COOL SHIRTS
Of soft outing materials---collars and cuffs of like
fabrics--offer true summer comfort. They're growing
in favor and you'll want a few when hot weather strkes
you. Better call now while your size is here-and the
prices are so tempting---$1.00 and more.
STRAW HATS ARE SELLING FAST
Younlan's confined styles are here and they will ap-
peal to your good taste.
i 415 T° 4 ICIB
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The Wabash at Mt Carmel will
continue to fall slowly.
There Are Few
people who know tow to take care
of thetaselves-the majority do not.
The liver is a most important organ
in the body. Herbine will keep It
in condition. V. C. Simpkins. Alba.
Texas, writes: "I have used Her-
bine for Chills and Fever and find it
the best mV/dicine I ever used. I
would not be without. it. It it as
good for children as it is for grown-
up people. and I recommend it. It
is fine for La Grippe." Sold by J.
H. Oehlechlager, Lang Bros., Ct 0.
Ripley.
Failed to Keep Promise,.
Will Green, colored, who was
heavily fined and given a six months'
jai; sentence for vagrancy, but was
released on condition that be leave
the town forever was arrested on
First street by Harvey Martin and
returned to jail, where he will stay
six months besides paying a tine of
$100. • .
NEWER
WILL BE GUESTS OF' MANAGER
WILLIAM MAIA/NE TONIGHT.
HuctesioBailey Stock Compasy Mak-
lag Good With nee Reperllobe at
Modem Plays,
The Sun's newsboys will be the
guests of Manager Malone at Wallace
park tonight to.41tness the perform-
ance of the Hutton-Bailey Stock coin.
pant.
Last l night the Huttoo-Bailey Stock
company played to • large audiesee.
The play was a sensational one, ea-
' titled "Why She Was Sacrificed." 1!
told a strong and interesting story.
giving one of the best portrayals of
scenes at the world's greatest gam-
bling resort. Monte Carlo. There is
a strong vein of comedy running
through the play_ The specialties by
Forbes & Forbes. Little Bernice. ha-
'bel Roills-Balley and Lawrence Ham-
were good and it is a mystery
!how a company playing at cheap
Kuloker-It is feared that In fu-.prices eon afford to ca?ry such a num-
ber of high class vaudeville artists.ture years our rainfall may diminish.
Becker-All they will have to do Tonight the company will present
is to have more picnics.-New Torkt their feature bill, "Why Women
Sun. 'Love." a play that appeals to all
 classes of theater-goers, who like a
clean and wholesome play.There lino
Warms la Now Curable. d
A St. Louts chemist, after many 
oubt but that "Why Women Love"
years of careful experimenting and
Investigation, has discovered a simple
remedy that bas cared hundreds of
Des of eczema that had been pro-
unced incurable This chemist he-
ed that eczema and all itching
In diseases were of local origin
nd were caused by germs which at-
tacked and fed on the skin. He too
Kan to search for a remedy that
would destroy these germs, and
found that by combining the active,
principles of certain well known vege-
table drugs, and applying them local-1
ly, the first application stopped the
Itching and burning, and If used per-
sistently would drive all germs and
their poisons to the suffice of the,
skin and destroy them, leaving a'
nice, clear, healthy skis. Ha gave
this rellaarkable remedy the tugges-
tire name of Zenon, and Since its In-
troduction to the public Seism has
proved a very popular remedy\ and
is today fecognised the most sucress-
ful and meritorious remedy ever pro-
duced for the III*, and cure of ec-
zema and all dleeases of the skin and
scalp.
Mr. Will J. Gilbert, he druggist,
endorses and recoonmenids Zenon and
gals that he helleyee Zemo hc. as
hottest Itot will 4(1 a I that
10
been famous IS a plaswriglat.
but in the present Instance nes sur-
passed himself for ingeoulty. strength
and brilliancy. He has poured oat
the entire store of knowledge and
experience. acquired by a two year's
stay in Russia, where he mingled
with all classes of society. He also
becatne associated with that famous
and mood powerful secret organiza-
tion. "The Nihilists." The characters
are a:I finely drawn, action is guieb.
Interesting and absorbing and has
plenty of comedy and irthos that is
sincere. "Why Women Love" is one
of the strongest.and best pays ea
the stage today. The zpanagemest
prom tees an entire change of special-
ities with an extra vaudeville featurefor tonight.
Baseball Players aim. Pose iharers!
Louis J. Kreger, ea-champion
long distance foot racer of Gerimai
and Holland. writes. Oct. 17. 1101:
"During my trainbeg of eight
weeks' foot races at Salt Lake 010.
in April last. I used Ballard's Scow
Liniment to my greatest satisfaction
'therefore. I highly recommead
Snow Liniment to all who are trou-
bled with sprains, bruises or rheu-
matism." 25c, 50c and II ea Sold
by J. If. Oehischlager, Lang Bros .
C. 0. Ripley.
Far From it.
Wilifilineoa-1 thought That TICsby
Wan spine to retire - gracefully from
polities. I see be ha, Juiced the gro-
Whit ionists.
Headerson -Well. don t vertt call
will soon be firmly .st*bltaked as eas that retiring from poi- One
of the most original uad ItiTeitMg "Ye-ea, but IIDe storf*amt '
of Viodern dramas. The sutler has -July Smart Set
•
Help one of your trim& to was
one of those grand prizes in The
Sun's $2,1:17,0 contest. The.Arst
worth Imo, the second WO, the
third st300. See particulars m
pug- c8.
;
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CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
.11
1457-111041.
4640
• 1 44117
11601
 11618
4545
7 A$62
• 4614
11 it135
3: .4660
IS 4668
34 4704
IS .4741
16 4768
18 48.83
10 4834
20 4847
21 4874
23 4870
1.1 4874
26, 4868
26 4862
27 4812
28 4827
21 4856
30 4871
• Total 122838
Average for May, 1908 4725
Average for May, 1907 3972
Increase
Personally appeared before me. this
June 3, 1908, R. D. MacMillen, busi-
ness manager of The dun. who &Ohms
that the above statement of the cir-
culation of The Sun for the month of
May, 1908. is true to the best of his
knowledge and belief.
My commission expires January
10. 1912. PETER PURTICAR.
Notary Public.
-1-
curtailed
talnieg. end thto &eked th•1 it be BEGuii.. FACTION
sincerely trust that the breed
of horses; will not safer by reason
of Governor Hughes victory. We are
quite sure that it will emelt. as Gov-
ernor Hughes eapremeed it, in inapro,
lug the tweed of men. It may be
true, that men will gamble. The
same mas be said of murder and
burglary, but that is no reason for
recognizing those crimes as legal.
That's the moral aspect of It.
HOW ONE COUNTY IN OHIO
BUILT 0001) ROADS.
Paulding comity In northwestern
Ohio, has a population of about 2s,-
000. Its boundaries include Mt 9a4
acres. It has, by the last census, 3.-
783 farms, averaging 65.1 acre* each
which meant that only a little more
than fifteen aware miles of the coun-
ty territory is included in towns and
villages and not devoted to forming
purposes. Paulding is principally an
agricultural county, says the Good
Roads Magazine.
Farm laud in Paulding county- was
valued, ten years ago, at from $35 to
$50 per acre. Tot hy these same
farms are worth from 360 to $150
per acre: an Increase in round figures
of from 200 to 300 per cent-.
The main reason for this ad,ance
in s-ahies in a strictiy farming local-
ity 101 the intelligent investment that
has been made by the property own-
ers In providing highways. Rose
building has proven the most valuable
crop for these farms.
ft was Just ten years ago. May 11.
1,89te, that the first petition for an im-
proved pike was filed with the coun't'
commissioners; this was for 7.75
miles. Since that time there have
been Improved 253.67 miles of high-
way, there are now under construc-
tion 25.22 Mike, arid there are 146.84
miles allowed by the commissioners
which are to be built in the 'mine-
Mate future-a total of more than
425 miles of road provided for 113
ten yeart.
The hard roads of Paulding county
have coat a large sum of money. In
the past decade there bur been paid.
751 in principal and interest. for this pur-
pose, by the farmers of this county,
$800.Od'a, and there is a bonded in-
debtedness at the present time of
$573,284, which will bring the total
cost, when these bonds with Interest.
are lisuldated to something like one
and tbeee-kuarters 113.116bn dollars.
The firwt figures given, however, show
that this investment has already paid,
in the Increased value of real estate.
at least Teo per cent profit. And If
from this cost should be deducted the
-amount of the annual espense and
labor which had previously bee ap-
propriated for road wort to nO per-
manent purpose, the figures of profit
would be even more impressive.
In doing their work of improve-
ment, the taxpayers of Paulditegc0110-
ty have operated upon a plan which
is open to criticism. because it In-
volved a question that never has been
and, perhaps never can be adjusted
to. perfection.
The Paulding county solution of
this problem is chat one-third of the
cost of construction shall be assessed
to the county at large and the re-
maining two-thirds shall be paid by
the property owners within two miles
of either side or terminus of the ha-
proved road.
Daily Thoaght.
• I wasted- time and now time (loth
waste me -Shakeapeare
What a strong team Taft and
Mhos* would make
The distinctive- feature of tile di-
reetoire gown, as we uuderatand :t. is
the way It Is cut.
There is one true not, of hope in
the reconciliation of Bryan and Wet-
tarpon: if the man who said as
many mean things about Bryan and
hie fitness for °Mee as Henry %Vatter-
son has, can beesome reconciled to
B•ryanee candidate most anybody
can
HORSE RACING AND GAMBLING.
Cikevernor Huesca, of New York,
bee won his fight against race track
gambling It's a pity the average
man can't enjoy a horse race without
betting on *se iesult; but the men
who make their tieing at the serace
track trimming suckers and pulling
races. say be can't, and those men
ought to know.
The truth, 18 as a fair gambling
propoeitiou the race course long ago
fell into disrepute. The temptation
to pull a favorite and let a long shot
win has been so great that ever) poe-
edble safeguard has been thrown
around the racing game to preveot
cheating, and still fast horses, carry-
ing the public's ,money, lope unac-
countably gotne times. Gambling
has Produced everything that is per-
mit-Sous about horse racing Horses
will run Jute as fast, and be bred
hoe as clean limbed and wound of
wind without the bookmakers' pres-
ence at the track side. If a man
loves horses and likes to wee them
run, the conditions under which they
run will be unchanged with the elim-
Inaltioo of the gambling side line.
If a matt Just naturally loves to
gamble and gots to the race track.
because be can bet du horses, be is
entitled to no cOnsideratton find his
-lea that he Is a beer of horse is
false. Race track gambling has he-
cool* • profession, sod there never
vies a square professional gambling
institution; becauee one man makes
a linelibood ou? Of it. and the other
tees a risk
In substantiation of the fact that
Governor Nughes is not Just a fanatic,
but is gelded by sound judgment.
muiru h•nts of 1.4halsville prevented a
memorial to the state government
asking that the racing time in that
city be limited. Jut running horses
around the track did not hurt the
commercial interests of Louisville;
the time spent at the track del not
diattieh the prosperity of the met-
tann4ty. and the nominal' admission
lee did not drain the resources of the
public It was tbe gambling feature
or (Sienese! Downs that collected
tab a pool money that should have
Ilene for rent and food and clothing.
that csursed confidential clerks to be
&emitter, and that ruined homer'
The merchants of leulevilk• ar-
not antegambling cranks They did
not discriminate between the racing
and the betting. but they did re-colt-
Mee the fact that too much racing at
117hwrelhilt (towns was had for Louis-
ville soder th• conditioev, the, ob-
Score one for Percy Hely. He isn't
a rat. It is *aid some of the fellows
who have been lining off the Beck-
ham administration deserted the for-
mer governor in his extremity.
ABATE THE MENACE
It is not the city's concern to look
after the interests of the Standard
Oil company. The only thing the
citizens of Paducah are interested in,
is getting those dangerous kerosene
and gasoline tanks ostaide the city,
where they can do no damage. The
on'y possible damage to the company
would be the renamse of securing a
site that is not menacing to the city
and the longer haul for Its wagons.
We have nothing against the com-
pany and if its business was of such
a character as to properly permit of
its storage tanks beteg in the heart
of the city, we should not complain
of its presence: but when it Is such
a menace that the fire chief protests.
It is time for action in behalf of the
property owners. residents and manu-
facturers of the city, regardless of in-
convenience to the concern, causing
the nuisance. When engine sparks
set fire to this storage plant. 100 bar-
rels of oil were charred. when there
is a city ordinance, specifically pro-
hibiting the storage of more than fie
barrels of 011 in the city, with pro-
visions for storing all over five bar-
rels in • carefully lined underground
wareroom Consideration should be
shown everybody in the matter of
enforcing the law; but the citizens of
Paducah must be shown as much con-
sideration by the City authorities as
they show the Standard 011 company,
and more than the Standard Oil com-
pany has shown the city. Her. Is a
plain aye of menace to the properly
and lives of clesens. and there is only
one thing to be done-that is abate
the menace. The compan)' Is per-
fectly able to lad a suitable 'ocelot.
aid to pay for it.
• k
, WITH THE FUNNY MAN.
Neeeterty It the mother of invele
NOT HARMONIZED
Perey Hely Says They Did Not
Aequiesce i. Slate.
Nothhoe Said .tbout Tempereace or
Comedy Utah in Platform of the
(olive-taloa
DELEGATES aND (saMNIITTECts
Lesingt.a. Ky., June 12.-(Spe-
cial.)-Tht * Democratic 'platform en-
dorses Beekham's administration and
instructed for Bryan. It was very
brief. There was no mention of tem-
perance or the county unit bill and no
open effort was made either in the
committee or the convention to plate
a temperance pleat in a platform,
which was adopted without comment.
•
Lexington. Ky., June. 12.-At the
various district meetings the follow-
ing delegates and committeemen
were se:ected:
Delegates to Deaver Convention,
First District - 'Gus Thomas,
Graves: Corn Linn. Callowar,
Second District-J. T. Griffith!,
Davie's; George Wilson, Union.
Third District-J. L Bryan. Bar-
rett: J. H. Durham. Simpson.
Fourth District-J. W. O'Connor.
Hardin; H. P. Taylor. Ohio.
Fifth District - Walter Lincoln
and John Vreeland. '
Sixth Dhatrict-R. B. Brown, Gal-
lean; George C. Travers, Campbell.
Seventh District-Field McLeod.
Woodford: R. K. McCarney, Bour-
bon.
Eighth •District -C. W. Cava-
naugh, Anderson; Edward Holloway.
Spencer
' Ninth District-C. K. Booe. Harri-
son: J. M. Hellpellay. Bracken.
Tenth 'District-J. C. C. Mayo
Johnson; T. C. Seward. Clark.
Eleventh Dtitrict-Virgil Smith.
Pulgskl; R. M. Jackson. Laurel.
Presidential Eleetoes.
First-J, S. Ross, MoCracken.
Second-Levega Clements. Melee*
Third-Floyd Sanders. Edmcinsqn.
Fourth-Charles Williams, Lorwe.
Fifth-Clem W. Higgins
Sixth-Claude Terrill, 5rimblee
Sevsnth-M H. Bourne. Owes.
Eighth-R. H. Tomlinson, • Oer,
rard. .
Ninth--George C Wycoff. Meer
Tenth-Robert Friend, Estel
Eleventh-W. R. Graham Knox
State Central Comessalttee,
First-W. A. Berry. McCracken.
Second-N. P. Taylor. Henderson
Third-Lawrence Finn. Simpson.
Fourth-Thomas .1. Moore. Breck-
InrIdge.
Fifth-W. 0. Head
Sixth-J. A. Donaldson. Carroll.
Seventh-Thomas A Combs, Fay-
ette.
Eighth-J. A. Sullivan. Madison.
NInth-W. A. Adams, Harrison.
Tenth-Henry M. Cox. Morgan.
Eleventh-Woodson May Pulaski
State Hateeetive Vommitlee.
Firet-Henry P. Lawrence. Trigg
county.
Second-J. A. Goodson, Webster.
Third-Harry Lazarus. Warren.
Fourth-Samuel Spalding. Marion,
Fifth-John W. Vreeland.
Sixth-A. H. Rouse. Boone.
ileventh-M. J. Meagher. Franklin.
Eighth--.I. Norton Fitch. Jessa-
mine.
Ninth-W. A. Young. Rowan.
Tenth-P'. A. Lyon, Lee.
Eleventh-G. R. Tuggle, Knox.
No Conspronsher.
'Lexington. June 11. -Generai
Percy Hely made this statement to-
day:
"The statement that the Beckham
forces were consulted or agreed in
any way to the' program through
which W. B. Haldeman. Mr. Beck-
ham. Senator Paynter, Senator Mc-
Creary and Mr. Mayo go as delegates
at large. Is incorrect. The Beckham
forces were not consulted and did not
know anything about it. It Is not a
cotwprollthet or surrender. The other
people are simply in control."
HOTEL ARRIVALS
Palmer-K. A. Strauss, Clocionati:
J. P. Page, Barlow: J. N. McGee..
La Center; George Tate, Evansville:
W. F. Davis, Nashville; J. C. Helen,
St. Joule: A. W. Pitiver. Nashville:
O. grim. Boston: G. K. Green.
N. sills. '
Belvedere W Cash titers.
Whisevills. Tenn,: it. le Morrow,
Danville. Tenn ; Thomas Keliand. De-
troit: C. K. Walker, St. Louis: J. M.
Johnson. Nashville, Tens.: Eton
Cooper, St. Louie; W. C. %Sec,.
Chattanooga: Jacob Neese!. New
Hanover. Pl.
New Rich mond-- Freak Rushing.
errevitle: C. D. frissele Birming-
ham:. A. IS. Douglas, Dexter, Mo.;
lion, hut she iene always proud of T Oakley. Houston.'. Tex.; T. A. Con.
her offsprinm ha. smithlaml: J. J. Jones. Plft11011-
tern, L eiree.., Murray. Wititain
A tomisetone lrorl yeses old has :Parkinson, Goloonda.
noon found in a "hunt of Florlington,1 itt Nichelatt Mrs W. C' Wier,
England teelllte sad Dan. Heowntield; C. L.
'Butte, Kesttaws; J T Beall. Owen.-
lire Henpeck-el suppose If I were hone It. Lloyd, Owenetione Benhe
to die tomorrow you'd marry settle 11110 Fowler Itendtirson. Romeo
other woman immediately. -Welker. Vienna. G Plitt Vienna.
WO' Henpeek-Not right area: I.. Marton. irsteselite. I. Wiles.
I'd take • little met lirst.--41rooki n Salem 0 i5o.b.-4. Bandana. R. C
Eagle. Dodd. Murray
• - 1-co•
THE to.
VANISHING
" FLEETS
By
ROY NORTON
ILLtilettATED IT A. 14El/
L.S 
(Continued from last lealme.)
The band struck up • Geri Sa$ • the
King." in token of the clotting of the
performance. and from where they
were thee could see the audience
standing, in total ignorance of the
presence of his majesty and unaware
of tbe fact that a inoreentoris inter-
They Steed for • Moment. the King
and the Admiral.
view, invol‘ing Ili, and death, peso,
and war. and the welfare of empire
was being cogducted In a tiny over-
haaging box above them, while
leerieg mask of tragedy stared hollow.
eyed from the stage as if in mockery.
The king. and the *What were both
on -their hipet the ale .look In g absent-
matisdedly- through aperture, his
111114•Imeetentrated on the decision he
Meet hake. and the. other watching
via wnttjag with breathlees suspense
Below the throng began a steady
tuff toward the tilts, constant-
b' dissipating itself, and the house
was almost emptied before the Mace,
bad hla riply.
-Very well. you may conic, and I
shall have the others sent fur at
fleeing gave a quick et•rt of exults.
Hon; but nis companion coothansti
without a pause:
'I shall be there within ball an
hour. and shall instruct tbe guard as
the outer gate to admit you immediate.
ly on your arrival"
Ills companioe held up • hand as U
forgetting somethin(. "ft your ma)
esty pleases. I shoved prefer that you
Instruct the ward at the pitfall ea
trmemarr.t leading from the garden in the
To this also the king acceded, at-
'relating it to • desire for conceal.
mete on the part of his companion,
who almost at once made his adieu,
passed out beyond the curtatne
through the door, and joined the last
of the lagging crowd. The fog had
not abated. but teemed even more Ma-
pes...treble than in the earlier hours
of the terming and reedered (rattle
more dill/chit, Hers-sad idlers Mitre
the glow and halation ef an are light.
•Iimly showing tbroesids a yell awl
iighting up a towy radius lulhe gloom.
A constable kept calling: -Keep Close
to the wall' Keep close to the weir.'
his voice sounding from. ••long dis-
tance and ruripled Cabmen were i1S-
shitruilv shouting. and wben Peeing
clump to the first street criiesing he
wax almost rim down by a alowmu.ing
automobile whose eons stared at him
ereidenly like those et •ireat bootie.
U "" Olt king dviringito ids resi-
t
&Tice. ,
At Buckingham palace, where the
royal tanner we• eafilefrig sold.es
cfrotarrnte.dits.asizi,,b,a; pgekr.ridd.r.71.1.th of pits
night. traniped briskly to and fro at
the great Him- mites itt.frost as swell
as Joel the gates Of' the gaeles on
Butkingbaln road, a half mile in the
rear_ The time of the appointment was
past when the gnarl at the miner "ti-
'acre received, the expected ehitcr
ellet • comment of surprise and a;.cil•
017 that he had no' here accomosnied
throe,* the gardens by the nether
sestriets: . • '" 'te .*4-7 • • . .
"Very'shosightlees and linesual..11r."
be fold. -asid I'll retort thegb at fere."
"No, no. don't de" Mate' Sevin.;
hosed,. requested. "I wished to manse
alone fly his maiests'i; permission."
he sailed, and Hs* men comelmipd him
to the private audience chamber,
where, ha was given a seat. .
The prime minister entered only a
few Minutes later and stared hard at
Reshot. evidently teying to recall
whether or not they had two berry.e,
audjseetalnit to reMernbet solootiJ'nk
11,13111111r la the face. Thee wactee
admiralty appeared. .howiag from, his
Menem his coming. and (biro came the
without &peeking until the lord of the
(garb tbitt he had been compelled •0
' Gentlemen." he said. ferules to the
othets, 'Otte is Admiral Rabat-Myths
of the Unite,' Mates nevi.-
' Had he Slid' "Gentlemee, here is an
assassin nith a poesettol of bombs"
1
tire-effect en tho member, of his eabl
net 'mile hav• been hardly less
mitrked. Bewthe boeed 454 011t010440
THE DEMOCRATIC
PARTY IS DEAD
Says Ex-Senator Hill-Bryan
Responsible.
"lt "lakes Me Smile %%hen I firer
Him Say Have kept the
Faith:" Says Hill.
JoHN JoilNeGS Is Till. Nit\
New York, June 12.-Dasid: B.
Hill, former United States waiter and
for a. long time leader of the Demo-
cratic party in this state sailed for
Europe on the steamer Baltic. Dis-
cussing his -retirement from active
politics Hill said:
-There is no Democratic parte
When I met the late Governor Alt-
geld in a little room up a back hairs
in a small Ciskei° hotel shortly be-
fore the Bret so-called Bryan comen-
tion. I told him ttie policies which he
ittryeani represented would drive the
lemocratic party to hell. Then when
he begged for another try four years
later. I said:
•"You are almost there; stop be-
fore you have absolutely ruined tee.
Parte,' but Bryan was nominated a,nd
I stew the futility of a minority report
with only ten votes' to bact cue.
-They must draw from the masers
and what better man could stand
than John Johnoon, who spent his
boyhood day* in a county poor 'toupee,
Think of it. Torchlight provessions
with banners reading 'John Johnson,
the poor house candidate'
"And from what I have been able
to learn. Johnson Is more. than a me•re
nearoo-the-the' candidate He is a
teII balanced man and an able- man.
"Every time Bryan says 'I kept the
faith: it makes me smile. He has
kept the faith indeed. He kept it out
in Nebraska, his own state, which is
now Republican to its political core
"The Democratic party neeer want-
ed Bryan. Bryan wanted the Demo-
cratic party. lie forted himself on
the party in 1'046 and again on what
was left of the party in 191e41. and
now in IMIS be calls hinieelf the Dem
ocratic tarty. stud says beep kept
the faith: '•
- -
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
every Asia makes you teen etten. teteris
items year whet* toed.. nate 'old an as
aostyesete piss everrivra ere. Prise le teat&
•
NO EQUIVOCATION
((ontinued from page mitt.)
one who reads this platform
able tts know exactly what it means
and no voter will be expected to1.
read into it anythiug Stitch is not
there. .
This means that it is an indorse-
ment of the whole polies of the ad-
ministration of President • Romeeselt
from behnning to end, and without
making any concession regarding that
poles, At the same time the hat-
form AI conciliatory and conservative
With one or two exceptions it sill not
be considered radical even by those
In the party who are opposed to it.
Many people may expect prtrise de•
tails as to the future policy of the.
party, but the framers of the platform
have had tsonetantly in mind the mie.
take of the people who drew the con-
stitution of Oklahoma recently, and
Mislead of a constitution, formulated
an absurd collection of what were
really statute laws. The suggested
platform, while clear in peers. partic-
ular. avoids this mistake most no-
ticeably.
Naturally, the platform may be di-
bided into two motions. dealing first
with the things which have been done.
and then with those which the party
sill le'
his hand to each in terse assuring
them of his friendliness. The king
himself without parley modeler:-
them to a more private room, and
offered mai la lure a cigar, after
which he looked inquiringly at his
guest, who answered by drawing from
his pocket a seated dispatch, which be
delivered. It ma torn open and reset
in silence, pushes from hand to hoed,
after which the admiral, without pre-
lude, plunged into his subject.
"As will be er1ta••••11 by the dis-
patches have brought, the leitel
States wishes nothing more than com-
plete harmony It has been compelled
for the sake of peace to adopt rather
unprecedented methods, which I can
assure you will at least revolutionize
all methods of warfare as generally
understood. rho letter is to reassure
his majesty."
The two members of the ministry
looked at each other In strained sus-
pense. and eagerly waited for the
American to continue, which he did
after brief thought. In which time be
gravely studied the king's face.
"It has not been pleasant for my
country to Mite the steps it has; but
there were no Mier means of mash-
Matting and matetainIng-perhaps for-
ever-% continued state. of peace Gen-
tlemen, I behave that the day of wee
has nearly tern its sunset I be-
lieve if you will intrust yourselves to
my care for the next few hours, under
my assurance as a representative of
my mieernment and as a friend of Ms
majesty's, that no harm will come to
any of you, tbat I can milldam yes
of what I have said, as well as of the
esesiestneas of sotto "
(To be motioned in meet issue.)
Specials for Saturday
AT THE
Great Pacific Tea & Coffee Co.
OLD PHONE 1119-A. 206 BROADWAY
7 lbs. Granulated Sugar.. 43c
3 cans Corn 2 
3 cans Baked Beans 25c
1 3 lb. can Tomatoes 10c
2 cans 20c Chunk Pine-
apple  25c
pkga. Jerre '  :lc
2 pkgs. lee. Cream Jells> 23e
1 25c bottle Ketchup... toe
2 cans 20c Salmon 33c
1 ean Doc Smoked Sar-
dines  13c
2 caus 13e dardiees  23c
1 qt Vinegar. •  10e
1 Ilt• ran Cocoa lec
12 lbs. fee Cream Salt 10e
3 sacks Salt lee
3 pkgs. Soda lac
10 bars Laundry Soop 25c
3 cans 'Mustard Sardines 25e
I can 23c Lobster 25e
2 lbs. Evaporated Apples 25c
1 lb. Shredded ()ocoanut  20c
3 silage. Corn Flake 35c
2 lbs. Wafer Crackers 25c
I 25c can Raspberriest 16e
Ideal Meat and Fancy Grocery' Market
510-512 Broadway
Tomatoes on Ice. Ice Cold Tomatoes
Mackelburg 'reboot, Sauce
. .......... 454.•
Macaroni, 3 pkgs.  25c
Pineapples  
Remember it is coming picnic
time and we are headquarters
for lianas goods We Carey
..,erythitig in canned mate
Cooked Meats
Cooked Tongue shed
Baked Ham sliced
Doted Ilarn sliced
Minced liani *need
• Dried Beef Mlievd
Pim Cakes of all kinds
l'imentios 1u van, hop. or
small
Olives of e‘erti klpel
$ et. I Gherkin's Pickles
itenanat. pt•r dozen , 15..
Remember our meat market
es -.pen on Sentlay from 7 a.
ut I111 12 noon
Don't forget to get our priers
on Sauter, Dreamed Foals of
•11 kinds.
Ice ...old Tomatoes, per
basket . :NW
Roasting Ear (bra, dos 30c
Fancy Egg Piaui
Bell Peppers.
("elevated Illackberriew
I** flerrke
Raspberries, black.
Red itamsberries
fancy Met-Isis Lemons, per
See
Oranges. ore doxen hlter
Hunt's. & Palmer ,Dinnee
Ruched. per fh  
Vane) 30. to Prunes', lb loc
Seedless Usesins. plias 23..•
Imp. Svcise tierce*. lb . :14c
ilrxIt Cheese, per lb . /arc
Pull Cream Mcrae per lb kr
Sw arn,dow n felony. *elk 8;re.
Omega Flew, per sack Ric
l'esh of all kind*
Intl. Bleniark- Herring in
hex" s . . . . ar.e
Criselleo Ginger pet jar. 35e-
: cakes Sweet Chocolate, b5e
promises to do. In the first dim Maori:
are gomped tbe salient feature-, of
thee Roovevelt adnrittittretion. and l
eaeli item of the eresidente policy ha
slecifirally commended, and the coun-
try is congratulated upon the haw, i
successful results of his adulterers- I
lion
credit for Currency. I
Among these things is liar Pft•ealge
Of the new eurrency law The plat- .
form will claim credit excessively for,
.._ I
the Republican party through Me,
passage. of a law which will enable '
the banks to impels the tourer) with!
plenty of eurrenc,. when there Is!
need for it. In the risme plank thel
psi I'm will pledge Its, if to carry on a
more comprebensive reform of the-
whole bank4ng and currencs 10'14,41
In the near future
Especial credo wil: be taken to
th, party for th•• pilotage of the rail-
road rate law . There will he a rugs
motion that railroads should be al-
lowed to pool their earnings. inare
mush as the hoernment retains the
right to regulate rtiee,
I Attention w:It Sleo be called to the, passuge of the nneat Inepertion •riel
the pure food laws.
1 Turning to the tariff, vchich es the
nesse important feature policy of the
'incoming ad nil n Mc rat ion. the Ohioplant is adopted practical!) thence.
,but with the adoption of a declare-
stern for the maximum •nt1 miniMulli
tariff eyeteeth. as !ht. IPO.Iii TSIIIIN of
meeting and overcoming the posseble
(Incrimination by foreign •ouriteses.
In the platform will be rotund, as I
have previous-1y indicated. a declara-
tion In favor of tome- Fort of mania-
Om of the melee of me-ureter) by in-
terstate railroads
The 'platform CH. however, make
It •bsolutely clear that this polies
doe; not contemplate in the remotest
degree any attack upon the sail/fits
lir the v•Ine of any existing roome-
ttes wh•teoever The policy is dis-
tinctly assignee to the future.. and h
specifically said to he in- the Intersects
of the. public, so that the people niso•
rarely invest in railroad eerie-Oleo
without Par of extraordinary Imo .
I There ts in the tentatise platform
• declaration in favor of the anti-in-
junction policy already enunciated he
President Roosevelt.
I One of the- salient features of thf.
Roosevelt policy which will be noted
with approbation in the tentative
piatform, and which the party will
be asked to pledge itself to continue,
embraces a general Bebe:meet' inland
'improvement, Including the ereatkes
of forest reserves, the conservation ne
the natural resources of the emintr,
inelneing lumber, coal and metals.
and the systematic and compretienelve
.fitvprovenient of the inland water-
!ways. There may be no attempt to
,stand out for specific forest reserves.
but there will be a clear declaration
of policy fp favor of the genertl prin-
ciple. . e-
...
I - thicago. lime 12.-- The fight to
Labor Plants.
get labor planks in the platform Is
absorbing attention. Gamper% arrived
this afternoon and demanded full
recognition of labor. He threatens If
they don't include labor planks he
will seek 4>emocratic support at Den-
ver and pledge the workingmen to
'Bryan. Representatives of the N.-
timial, ;tplabolacterers' •••oelattoe
threaten Double if the labor planks
are Iscluded. The issue is consid-
ered so impurtant that a leased wire
has been fixed up mono. ling Taft In
Washington with headquartet• lie
wie be adelmd on al deveetputente
Tessa few Taft.
Ch ago. June I: -The WI/11bn-
Can national committee reached
Terme in the aehabetical list of matte.
twipb..11 
temporary' 
emsepeor-itaitrn)is rout:lateen for seats on
The work settled cases involving
tem tle,eRates at large and twenty-
two d.ptect. a ease of aft, delegate.
Of these Taft is certain or have fort% -
! nine and may possinl% have' all nes
, The ene. resin de reale hate frofe the
; Eighth detect of Tenneesee and It is
no: positive:, kaolin how he w
tot,
It
tt
e
a 
be °need. however, to, the
in eton in that onto, the to•FtrItc
of whom SPIV inatructed for Taft
The contests dee ded tame from
South Cero'ina. Tennessee •ne Texas
A number of Pennsylvania dele-
gates arrived during the day and an-
nminced that Senator Knox was in
the% fight to • finish and the bigger
i the fight the brighter them believed
his chance would he H. it. Steven-
son of Ohio. who opened Foraker
iheattquarters, made a similar state-
Intent in behalf of lb.. ohio senator.
Ilisb•rting that h• son d not. unikker
clrettrostances. ',Adria AO°, e
lw end of the tolling
A statement wa• Issued diving th •
Ida, from ceneressman William It
'Mehl's...). manager of the Csnnon
iseempaign. *the was tweed to spo..ch
! the resu ts of the controls new in
'fore thdinational conwent,on
t He nd Win a loll a new reappoinim-ent-
I nf de:egates to the nctiontt: ronven-st.:uotthithlth
str,, tion of the Repub.e.ans from thy
In effort would he, a re-
' Secretary Isoset. of the national
I tom mit tee. sent a letter to General
H Baker, of Mankato Minn . he
tither that geneensan to oceopt a
seat on the peetform throughout 1 Ile
r•on vent Ion lia Art was e delegate
with *meter Alllame of lows, to the
Reptiblicee convention in 1556. from
thee Muth Ohlo (entree It was at
this eonvehtion thlt John TreSiont
way nominated for the preiOdittideVott•
This core-Imo has been With te
Baker for the last eight years.
ENGLERT AND BRYANT
SPECIALS....
Our grammes While Dore Flom%
lee sack  75e
Fines Country Hams, per lie 16c
fresh Country Eggs. per dos 15c
Ai-metre Star 'hams, per liv 14e
Fehr, Picnic Hams, pet lb  lee
. Tomatoes, per Call
4 tans Corn for
Ire Red Salmon for
Fame Pears, per can... .. •  
3 cans 10e 141-1,0 Flaking Powdetr 251.
7 hare ()flagon Soap-for  1651`‘
7 bars Whit* Floating Soap for 25e
Full Cream Cheese, per ih 20e
.3 pkgs. Nabisco Wafers for 116e
3 Ito Fresh Soda Cracker, for. r
boxes Searehlight OW*. fro ei
Fancy Fres* ToMatoes has] - 1 e
Sr
2re.
20c
.5 • •
seefeeee
tJJitY Jl'1411 111.
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F1FTY-CENT Necks ear is certainly not an un-usual thing but such fifty cent neckwear as
we offer is distinctly uncommon. There's the
new hatswing-The Young. It's a beauty in
all the var iug shadts of brown and Copen-
hagen blue and also splendid showing of four-
in-hands in the same shade. The new Japan-
ese twill Silks, too, in rich oriental patterns are
very striking. Some of them in the window.
Worlds of them in the store. Stop and look.
THE LOCAL NEVIS TOBACCO NEWS
-Forms for, real estate agents for
%Argenta Broach Dropped.
-We can,give you the anted car-
riages in t city for wedding, ball
gad theater Ile. Our prices are low-
er than th charged for Ulm service
th any ellY la America. Our service
Se etteentl to nose, and the best In this
City. Pahnet Transfer Company.
-.-/le- H.S. Hollins has left the
City for a few monthe.eand I have ac-
quired an Interest li his business and
*ball look after it for him. Any In-
formation eith reference to any
branch of It will receive prompt at-
tention if you will call up The Sun
office. Both phones US. E. J. Pax-
ten.
-If you want to see how Brunvec's
Levin Grass geed grow, look 'n I.. W.
Henneberger's show window. platted
May 16dt.
-Visit pege's short order misn-
ame 123 South Second.
-For house members, doer plates.
brass stenctic brass and aluminum
checks of all k:nda, rubber type signs,
Markers. See The Diamond Stamp
Works. 115 South Third. Phale, 3
-Can" riee. Cameras, Cameras,
hodat supplies of all Mods at 111.
Clements & Co.
-.- To rid your chicken house of
elites and lice. use Lee's Ike killer
30-•1. YoPP Seed Co.A -City subscribers to The Dale
Sem who wish the delivery of their
esimils slopped must notify our col-
lectors or make the requeets dIreet
to The Sun Mice No &Mettles will
be paid to such orders when given
t.. carriers. San Publishing Co.
Barter & Williams' new barber
shop, 112 South rifts street, beck of
Walker's drug store
-Manchester throve N., ee. iv. C.,
will give an ice cream supper Monday
night. June 7.th: out on BroadwaY
road just beyond Stelataus Bros.', in
A reed la .
Mrs -Laura Higgins. of Ogden's
landleg, was operated on at River-
side templtal yeeterdeir .for appendi-
weir Site stood the operation welt.
Mrs, leggin, is a niece of Felix G.
Rudolph .
--Mr. Hugh Thomas. who has been
a ealeellean ar Wallerstelo's fen ten
'sore has rteigned his position and
wIII accept • glace as traveling sales-
man for the Webb-Phillips company
Ilia territory will .consiort of wed
Kentucky. Tennessee and Alabama.
Through Inadvertence yesterday
the name bf Riley Stewart was used
for Wiley Stewart, aa the man eh)
gave the evidence against night rid-
ers to the sooldiers.
--7
Mre ,A 'Aged twenty-three)---,--
How old oe‘hf /I suntan lobe to give
up crelon her mother "Mama?"
Mrs. B. tinged slide 1 done:
know I'll ask niAma =July Stead
Pet.
Cigars
in a Fine Case
It is an old saying that
"chitties do not make the
man," hot when it (-times to
cigar., anti the facilities for
storing them and keeping
them in exinditiog.:the ic-
verse is true. tea can take
the beet cigar in the world
anti, unless it is kept just
moist enough, Use bouquet is
entirely lost.
We have just installed the
finest and largest cigar cam
and humidor in West Ken-
tucky. The growth of our
cigar business and the im-
mense stock which we carry
made it neeeszary, More
than ever, ours is
"The Cigar Pere of
Paducah."
Gilbert's Drug Store
dih and Broadway .
maw Mee 154A TT.
sale at this office
Guthrie, Ey , Juue 12 -it wee de--Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400% Oiled at the Planters' Protective as-
Broadway. Phone 190. soelation meeting that the barbecue
at Guthrie should not- be held this
year. Last year was the first time
that the barbecue was called off since
the organisation was formed. The
committee took the position that if it
barbecue was held at Guthrie for the
entire association it would cost not
.ess than $10,000 and that at least
$10p,or04, would be spent by the
members in railroad fare and hotel
bills in getting to and from the meet
Mg. It was suggested that if they so
desired each county could bold a bar-
berme for its own members and thus
do more real good anil at a greatly
reduced Apense than would be Pos-
sible if the big meeting at Guthrie
was held.
From reports made, the association
will handle about 55.000 hogsheads
of tobacco this season, a big Increase
O'er an) prelioas season and which
thoroughly demonstrates that the or-
gantsation contthis the crop of the
dark district. Mame 47.000 hogs-
heads have already been eroded end'
arc now op sale. elle*. the sales ag-
mite about one-third. of Vas
(mat.
The matter of whether or not the
Virginia branch of the asbociation
should be dropped was again brought
up for consideration. and It was de-
cided that the relation heretofore ex-
isting between that branch of the as-
sociation and parent body should be
levered Before this can be MutI1!
brought about many details, which
will secessarlly require time for get-
ting them in shape, will have to be
attended to. This question has been
before the committee for some time
and has been considered before but
ells is the first ()Eclat action that has
ken take.
Tehiseco Hake
Report V sales of tobacco made be
the .Planters' Protective association
for week and year to. June 10, 19418:
Markets. Sales Total
Week. Sales,
Clark-Wee   639 41001
Springfield . 407 3763
Guthrie  243 1963
Runge:Wile 129 4129
Hopkinsville •   5.3) 2107
Cadiz . ... ... 310
Princeton 322
Nemeth 109 2)106
MatlIbld 667
Murray • ...... • • • 44 1151
a-. —
Tdial 1164 17788
JOH.N D. SCALES. Awiltor.
letelleville, Debora, Market-
Louisville, June 12.-The Pickett
warehouse sold 4 boneheads of burley
at le.g00$11.50. and 15 hogsficads
of dark at $7.1008.19.
The Kentucky warehouse sold 9
hogsheads of burley at $6.10016.75,
and 9 hogsheads of dark at 16.100
11.00.
The Ninth street warehouse sold 3
hogsheads of bur:ey at $10.250
11.75, and 11 ,hogsheads of dark at
le.600 10.50.
The lethisvIlle warehouse sold 4
hogsheads of burley at $11.000
14.75. and 24 hegeheads of dark at
$5.P50 8.80.
The People's warehouse bred 23
lingeheada Of burley at $9.6049 20.00.
and 5 hogsheads of dark at Ultra.
The Planters' warehouse sod 5
hogsheads of burley at $10.766
s.50, and 13 hogsheads of 'dark at
MOM 0 7:719.
SUNDAY t441H001.
AT MAIO PARK NEXT WEEK.
.....
The Swedes school of the
tow's, chpreh will give a triune at
Alcor.  Park Tnewdas, Aim. 16 Every
mernher of Me Sunday school' is re-
queseed to be preeent next Runtia,y
as free tickets will be given Putt
member present. The parental of the
little folks are requested by the nri-
magy aupertutendent to be present
next eunday also to accompany their
little ones to the plenlo. All are re-
retested to tweet at the Fifth and Nor-
ion street station at x: :he o'clock
sharp. The train will One at the
Union rotation to tate those who pre
fer to meet there.
Preetlyteriares.
The Sent Presbyterian Sit relay
school and Hebron and Wreath mite
sloes with the parents of the
well picnic at Moto Thursday. June
1*. They wlik meet at the elation be-
fore 8.341 I. tn.
For Virtue.
In honor of her guest, Miss Nell
Carney, of Folsom:tale, Mies Nannie
Watkins, 1631 Teal:tome greet, en-
tertained Last nigh*, with a pretty
party at her home. The house was
prettily decorated with roses, and tb
evening was pleasantly spent with
many image:notes. Delightful re-
freshments of ices and cake* were
served the guests. Those present
were: Misses Bessie Thompson, Jen-
nie Sneed, 'Mabel Rein. Dula Melo-
Tyre. Irma Scopes, Nell Carney, Bea-
trice Bechanan. Bobble 'McIntyre,
Julia White. Pearl Watkins, Ellen
Manstleet Nannie Watkins; Messrs.
Sam Watkins, Harry Watkins. Waldo
Hawley. Horace -Stewart, Albin Felffi,
e. Watkins. Thomas Clark, Hardy
Reel, Charles Hurley, Harry Gilliam.
Carlos Gilliam, Rouse Wilkins, and
Mrs. Robert Wilkins. Mr. and Mrs.
Buchanan. Mr. and Mrs. Watkins.
A Pattbscah Outside.
The Hopienaville New Era has the
following account of the marriage of
Miss Edna Fades and Mr. Marshall
Homes Puryear, of this city,:
"Miss Edna Eades and Mr. Mar-
shall Puryear, both of Paducae, were
married at 8 o'clock Wednesday
niglet at the home of the bride's inti-
mate friend, Miss Carrie Baker, "Oak
Hall" farm. ChristIon county. The
ceremony was performed by the Rev.
Millard A- Jenkins, pastor of the Bap-
tist church. The bride wore a white
embroidered French batiste, with a
picture hat. The going away gown
was a raspberry woolen rajah. with
bat and gloves to match. The happy
couple left this morning on a south-
ern ,trip. The bride Is a graduate at
the Bethel college and of rare beauty
and personal charms. The fortunate
bridegroom is a successful' young
business man of Paducah."
Misideaary Tee,
Mrs. Barre McElwee will be boa-
Mee at the mender monthly tea of the
Missionary- auxiliary at.Grace Episco-
pal church this afternoon at 3:45
o'clock in the parish house.
Lawn Party.
Miss BessieeGleaves will entertain
her visitor'. Misses Helen Meade and
Gladys Bolling. of Paris. Tenn.. and
Misses 'Mary Lon Griffith and Carrie
McCaughan. of Mayfield. with a lawn
party at her home. 226 North Sev-
enth street. this evening
,
•
(lam Diem Dance.
The Carpe Diem club wa- enter-
tained by a dance last night at the
home. of mir. Gus Legeay on the
Claire road Punch and refreshments
were served,
•4
( veysioardo
Cloying the year's work of the
music clads will be the recital by the
Crescendo club this evening at the
Woman's club at 6:30 o'clock under
the direction of Mien Virginia Nowell.
The recital is open to the public.
In the music tournament yester-
day afternoon from 5 to 6 o'clock at
the Woman's dab by the members of
Miss Newell's case, Miss Eunice Rob-
ertson was awarded the medal in the
class above the fifth grade in a con-
test with Miss Lucy Overby. In the
class below the filth grade Mies Mary
Terry Burnett was awarded the medal
in a contest with Miss Vivian Cosby.
Each contestant played three DU111-
hem The judges were Miss Adah
Brazolton. Miss Lula Reed stud Mee
Mary Scott. Mies Newell gave Misses
Overby and Corby a bouquet of car-
nations as agelexpression of her ap-
preciation. The parents and friends
of the pupils attended the tourna-
ment.
Hemet Marriage.
Giving as the reason for their se-
ere( marriage etre months ago. the
opposition of relative's. 'Miss Maude
Stafford. a girl born and reared In
Paducah but now living in Memphis.
and Mr. Joseph D. Browne, of that
city, acknowledged its truth, the
ceremony having been performed hi
Hot Springs. Ark.. last August. Miss
Stafford had been employed in the
office of Mr. Browne. a lumber man
of Memphis She lived at 1050 Har-
rison street in this atty.
Notre Noel. Chile
Miss Ethel Brooks entertained the
F,etre Nous club this morping at her
home. 317 North Seventh street. Miss
Brooks was vesiting In the west last
winter when her regular time for
entertaining came, and she enter-
tained the club this morning in eon-
sequence of her absence then. Miss
Anne Rhea. of Nashville. Tenn., guest
of Mrs. Vernon teethe. WILA the only
out-of-town visitor. 'Miss leille Mae
WIsstead received the club prise and
Mies Mary Boswell the other prise.
A light luncheon was 'tarred. •
Mime Denovan liestertatete.
Ness Katherine Donovan entertain-
ed a few of her friends and %theory'
at her hotne last night, 1632 Jeffer-
sun street Gamine was the feature
of the evening. Punch and refresh-
ments were served. The house was
besetifully 'decorated for the occas-
ion with roses and carnations. The
guests of honor were Mips Haselle
Joenson. of Hickman, ire% Misses
1,uelle Oursler, Anna Haywortb and
Mary Craig, of Noblesville. Ind.. and
the Misses realdee Smith, Helen Vnn-
Meter. Wady, ('tburn, Ellen Doswell,
lelisabete Bmwele Messrs. Will Pew-
ee. Henry Kopf, Bob Finger. Will
Bell, Gus Elliott, Clyde Warms,
James McGinnis, Robert Fitzpatrick.
Frank Donovan and John Donovan.
tiererbe Patty.
Miss Nell and Miss Celia Dean, Iof
pree piety on Thutisday evening
The evenlug was spare mot ph-se-
ante- a ith garnet a Those present
were: Wises Eva and Ethel Dean.
Susie and Jennie Brame, Nora Lutz.
Mantle lerakes. Nettle Moore, Lizzie
Wilkinson, Bessie TbeObald. Josie
Online. Nell and Celia Dean. Mrs
Owen Nelson and Metiers. Marshall
Buruharte James MeLasurelin, Edgar
Whets. 041k Hoftich, George North-
land Stewart Bond, Ben leareer, Mur-
rell Anderson, James Ford. Ed Poor.
Owen Neon). Roger Fields Frank
Hughes, Willie Griffin.
Birthday Dinner.
Members of Evergreen Grove. W.
C., will be guests at a basket birth..
day dinner Sunday at Cbampy's
bridge, on the Mayfiele road. in honor
of Mrs. Katherine Witheett seventy-
first birthday. Everybody will go
ete in wagons.
Mr. and Meg. W. B. Mills, of 2040
Jefferson street, have gone to Tren-
ton. Tenn., on a visit.
Mr. J. W. Daniels, assistant su-
perintendent of the Prudential Life
Insurance company, will leave this
evening for New York, where he will
attend a special Wiriness Meeting of
that company.
Prof. W. H. Sug.g, principal of the
High school, left lag night for Chi-
cago, where he will study In the Uni-
versity of Chicago. Mrs. Sugg and
children have gone to 'Madisonville to
spend the summer with relatives.
Mrs. Addle Lessor, wife of F. L.
Lessor, of South Fourth street, who
has been sick. Is better today.
Mr. Henry Cave returned last night
from Danville, where hap attended col-
lege this year.
Mr. Lee Nance has returned from
a vett in Oklahoma City, Okla.
Miss Emma Morgan. of the McKin-
ley school betiding, is visiting tbis
week in Ben top.
Mr. Pete Steele,. Mr. ad Mrs. Roy
Weaver and Mese Floside Craig have
gam to (Veal Springs for a few days'
visit.
'Mrs. Ada Scott and Meter, Mrs.
Davis, of Florida, are visiting their
brother, Mr Ellis Stewart, of May-s 
.
Mr. Melvin B. W'aliersteln left to-
day for Macon. Ga.. for a visit of sev-
eral weeks.
Mrs. Emmett Bernett has returned
front Hopkinsville, where she was
called by ebe illness of. her sister,
Mrs. James Cooper, who Is improved.
Mink mantle Cooley Mcelannon, of-
ficials stenographer. if in ,Senton to
report circuit court next week.
Circuit Judge William Reed 140-
turned to Benton this morning to
•hold court.
J. S. ROMS has feturritietrOm Lex-
ington, where he attended the gate
Democratic convention. *
Mt. and Mr.. IL D. Phillips. of
fetss fretrahan boulevard, will leave
itentirrow for Elizabefhtosen. Ill.. 'on
a visit to relatives and truirds.
ost. 1). C.• Roberts has gook to
Golconda. Ill., on it business trio.
Mrs. I. M. Klein, of Lohisville, 1.
'legatee her sister. - Mrs. et. Simeon.
of North Ninth street.
Col. Mike Griffin went to Murray
this morning.
John Doted went to La Center this
morning to Ann him grandfather,
E. W. Wear went to Miura) yes-
terday to attend the burial of his
brother-fa-law, D. F. Jones.
Mrs. Ora Kirby. of Hardin, is vis-
iting Mrs. R. A. Kirk. os South
Fourth street.
Mite Bess Lane left the( morning
to reit relative, In ISmItbland.
Misses Jennie Smiley, Emma Hof-
elms, Lillie Meyers and Stella Ross
have returned to their homes in Cairo
after a pleasant visit to Mies Re*
Benson and Beulah Stringer. -
Mrs. Edward King left today for
Chicago to attend the the graduation
exercises of Mies Ekes King from the
IllnivrIcan conservatory. Mite King
will return with Mrs. King and spend
the summer in this cite.
Miss Marguerite Carnagey and her
three visitors from 'Noblesville. lad..
Mies Anna Hayworth. _Was Luclk
Oursler and Miss Mary Craig. Mrs. J
A. Carnagey and son Jack, made the
HIP to Cairo this morning on thc
steamer Dick Fowler.
Attorney J. G. Miller and lens.
*filer wel leave Saturday for Prince-
ton to spend a few days on Mr
Miller); country place. Mr. Miller
has been under exacting work for
some time and will take a rest. Mr.
J. G. Miller. Jr.. will join them there
from the Lexington convention.
Mrs. C. B. Webb. of Forrest City.
Ark.. Is visiting Captain and Mrs. J
I... Webb. of 813 Madison street.
Mrs. W. H. kluge and children went
to Madinonvilie today for the sum-
mer. Prof. W. H. Sugg will leave
this evening for Chicago to attend a
summer school In Chicago university.
11. J. Purcell returned to hi
home in Album this morning, after
visiting his son. Dr. C. E. Purcell.
Coe R. J. Barber went to Louis-
ville this morning on business.
"Mrs. Pinktetne of the lodla It
Pinktutni Medicine Company of Lynn
Mass., together with her eon, Arthur
W. Pinkeam and the younger mem-
bers of her family. sealed for lestplet
on May en for a three months' tote
throughout Europe and much need
ed vacation,"
Mho glue Smith, one of the teach
ere at the High sebotee left This more
ling for Pelladelphia.
Judge A. J G. Wells. of Calloway
county, was here this afternoon.
Mr. Barber MeEtrath, of Murray
Is In the city.
Mew Floyd Swift and Mita 1,11111e
Burdett% will leave tomorrow amen-
ing for Ann Arbor, Mich, to totem
the commencement rine-ones f th
University a Michigan. 044 titter is
turn they will sloe to chlsaiso aid
visit the schools
NEWS OF COURTS
In Bankruptcy.
Deputy United State* Marshal Fl-
eeted Neel served notice of lova un-
lace iiankruptcy proceedings on
Charles Brasheat, a merchant of
Lecusburg. Ky., yesterday. James
end Sanifel Brashear, who were also
members of the Arm. are now in New
Madrid. Mo., land the_summona was
sent to a Mississippi county, Mo., offi-
cer for -service. The arm made an
amignizient.
Mareiage Lieeseses.
Fred C. Xshre and Emma miser.
(busty ('east Order's.
Jeta K. Holoon as, appoioted
guardian of Lillian and Rosebud Hob-
non,
C. Wilitema, B. Bamburg. W. IS.
Walters were appoleted appraiser,
of the estate of :esthete Miles.
WATCH CHAIN SAVES 1.110B.
elissourean. Rains Relic in Rifle and
Slays Charging catattiouet.
Poplar Bluff, Mo., June 12.- At-
tacked by a huge catamount ten miles
south of here, K. Emory, a timber-
man, fired every bullet be had in a
squirrel rifle without bringing the
animal down.
The animal closed in on him and
would probably have killed him bad
not Emory thought of his watch
eltalo composed of bullets he had
saved while a private in the first Ten
aeseee regiment in
Jerking off the watch chain, Emory
loaded his rifle, using powder from
his horn Molt, and succeeded In
kitting the animal just as it was lung-
ing toward him.
Only Pile Play.
to
es"
=Ile to my faults a little blind.-I'll be a little blind if you'll
leap year mouth a little abutter.
PADUCAH TRAINMEN-DID
NOT filseiPOND TO CALIL.
Trainmen of the ele C. & St.
railroad, with headquarters In glade-
cab, are congratulating themselves
upon their good judgment is not
obeying orders to quit their jobs,
since it has become known that the
conference of union officials with
General Manager Thomas at Nash-
ville did not result favorably for the
trainmen, and that those who went
out will not be reinstated. The Padu-
cah trainmen refused to go out be-
sause they were not given a vote on
the question at all, and it is also
slammed that there was no real cause
Lucky 131
AT HART'S
Saturday 13th
Any of the following articles
at 13c
Coffee Mills,
6 qt. Sauce Pans,
2 qt. Coffee Pots,
Coat and Pant Hangers,
2 qt. Graduate Measures,
Sprinklers,
I qt. Granite Cups,
4 qt. Covered Buckets,
10 qt. Galv. Buckets
4 qt. Milk Coolers,
14 qt, Dish Pans,
Japaned Wash Basins,
Lunch Baskets,
Granite Cake Pans,
4 qt. GraLite Pudding Pans,
•••
ae
2 qt. heavy tin Pudding-Fit 
Milk Strainers,
Wire Potato Fryers,
Coffee Biggins,
Horse Brushes,
Granite Wash Pans,
6 qt. Tin Milk Pans,
Shoe Brushes,
50 ft. Wire Clothes Lite,
5 lb. Sad Iron, '
4 Rolls Toilet Pieper,
Lamps,
Butcher Knives,
Paint Brushes,
25c pkg. Silver Polish.
Spot Cash. No phone orders
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated
Suttees-these Inserting want ads to
rhe Sun Rill kindly remember that
all such items are to he paid for when
the ad is Merged, the rule applying
to every one without exception.
FOE' DRYNew phone 019.
FOR DRTerrod old peon° teeil.
FOR RENT-Apartment infleeg
Flats, bit Adams.
WANTED-To rent typewriter. G.
C., care Sue.
P.1A -for sale-Never been used.
Address Reduction case Sun._es
LOST--Gold euff button. Finder
Please return to this office.
FOR RENT--INIce furnished room,
for gentleman, 'eel Kee/teal-.
FOR RENT-Furnished moats'
231 South Fourth.
FOR Refeeree-Agrartmeat in Sans
Sone fiats. Apply to W. E. Cocbran,
-GOOD PASTURES, 200 acres run-
ning water. Apply to Lendier &
Lydon or phone 675 or 1261.
FOR SALE-Rubber tire phaetint,
range, mantle, folding bed and iron
bed; 003 South Fifth
FOR RIENT=Three rooms fuee
refitted or unfurnished. J. W. Hughes,
114 Fraternity bleeding.
for the strike.  -
-- -rott RENT -Furnished room.
War Develops Nations. 
Modern conveniences. 722 Ken-
Front the horrors of war have _
tacky avenue.
some many benefit, unexpected at FOUND--Pair ef glasses. Owner
'be time. China will yet come to ean get same by identifying and pay-
blestrehsrgity. that she was beaten by lag for this ad. --e-
iJapan. The blood and agony of the -Weiteeil-to buy at once, a good
civil war made America a nation, gentle family >lose. New phone
Italian unity had its foundation in 1125.
the humiliation of Novara. 'France --WeefeleiteEeeeeTerte-eillitiee—eolored
made her way to rightful among the girls to nurse. Apply to 124* South
elation' from the miseries of Sedan Sixth street.
ted the Commune W'eliington used _
to consider that the greatness of LAWN MOWERS sharpened and
modern nrIttsh arms owed its birth to adjusted at John Greif's, 2111 Wash-
Charles 
ministration aril to and James II. eotacYof ila'vr gooa I d Ve leb--adin'giMealefestf et. Position iry Castling
le ill, It is from the stricken flelds'of Young man, willing to do anything._
'he Crimea that. Russia's present Best references. Call old phone 1411.2.
zreatnets dates. She stood alone,- ee Bie i&110AN torso+ ancellet.
*Retest the world. Her exchequer resew .revaireug. rubber thee, OH
was empty. her paper no .longer ac- goutb, mkt,
septed. The great empire built up - -- --- --- 4-
by such labor and pain, was withinl TAKE YOUR CLEANING and
measurable distance of dissolutio rousing to Solomon, the tailor, 522
roadway. The man who does goodSebastopol fell; Finland tine Pol
were on the verge of breaking awe): work and promptly. Old phone 
523-1.
all lotikett at its blackest. The eon- FOR iFtRNT,— Fire room brick
dittoes imposed in the peace treaty house on Kentucky avenue near ne-
wer* hurnilatipg in the extreme but road shops. Apply to .Mrs. Geardel,
wool by one Russia slid ;nit of them, second floor J. A. Rudy & Sons.
rbe tremendous development wheel 4 din Otri tnat old suit of last year
tas taken place in Ittesea dates seeteland have it cleaned and pressed by
*rem that *irk hour when all seemed. Jame Duffy, south Ninth near Broad-
o_neerle lost. To say that rIghtlway. and It will look like new.
tver might has triumphed woted bee--WANTED:I-Clerical or book k Pe pe r
'either matter.- London St. James. position by young Tan, trustworthy,
:melte. lwell qualified and well recommended.
/Address N. care Sun.
There will beNataireea.11 meeting held_sate. bail pantry and two perches.
. FOR SALK-Four room house.
tomorrow evening at 2 o'clock sharp 1220 Clay. Apply- on preroltes or
at Mrs. Mike feeman's to arrange for Tennessee.
an Ire cream slipper to be glee, 
by et101 
FOR SAWS* - One 14- borite-poiree
Stsechester Grove. No. 29, on next
Wooday night All members are
gasoline engine. Franklin make, Suit.
.
able ft r gasoline boat. Newly over-
treed to lie "'resent. ' '
' 
. 
__,. Anted. Will sell at a bargain. Ad-,..............._..„_. i
Switchman Pinched. _ _
A Menefee a (.0101•1111•4444101fIl
of the Moire Central railroad, was
caught between two ears and his
shohlder dislocated while at work In
the rtilfOn yards yeaterdali He was
taken to the Illinois central hospital
am elite
A woman Is as Sensitive about her
(mettles se a man. is about his bald
heed.
dress V. I leseawles.. care Bun.
TI-VeleNTED--Planiet, lady or gent.
nee who *Lope for moving picture and
vendevele show. Salary $15 per
'Ie.*. Address Marrero Star Thea-
ter Clarksviiie. Tenn.
WANPeiDD--1,adlea and gentlemen
on guaranteed salary. Traveling or
Mete. $75 to 1100 per mosth. Ea-
penses advanced for traveling CHI
tooth Third of 413 geetn,ke
eviernef Ky.
•
FOR SALE-Credit coupe* good
foe $70 on any piano In W. T. SRA
ler & Brother's store. 014 phone
1291.
tiAIJOS3LAN Wanted - Sell re-
tail trade, $7,5 to $17,5 per month
and expenses, or commission. Exper-
ience unnecessary. Hermlingsen
Toiedch obi°.
FOR eAlsgasiegi-s, RENT-Settee
room elate 'foefeebeick house, *lot
55%105, on Sixteenth between Mon-
roe and Madfsdn. Ring old phone
1562.
1AMIT-Brown leather pocketbook.
between Sixth and Broadway and
Third and Broadway. Pocketbook
contained five dollar bill, bracelet
and three cigars. Finder please re-
turn to this office and receite lieeraTe
reward.
LADIES-ATTENTION - The re-
liable Home for ladles before and dar-
ing confinement. First-class in ever,
war: Fine, airy rooms, firstclass Phy-
sicians and nurse. Good board. Terms
tnoderate. Dr.,' Mary Howard, Chi-
cibnati, Ohlo,..444:Clark street.
TAFT'S LIFE AND-liPESCHES---
Official edition, with chapter by Pres-
ident Roosevelt. Only $1.00. Big
terms to agents. Freight paid. Out-
fit ready. Send 10 cents postage.
Ziegler Co.. 265 Fourth street, Pieta-
delphia.
-(AL YARD for sale. Best lo-
cated coal yard i city. Firstecloe
equipment, well advertised and got4
estabeshed trade. Reason for selling,
other business, interests requires at-
tention. Good proposition for right
party. Address Coalman, care this
office.
131/11FNESS OPPORTUNITY-Foe
sale: One of the best paying imple-
ment estabeshments ire the country.
Fine locality; plenty of business. A
snap to the right party. Any one
wanting a good paying business will
do well to look Into this. Other bus:J
nest reason for selling. Call or welte
Jos. N. Kickasola, Unionville.
Notice, .1 a:
John Zeller, successor to Zellere akeests
Shaffer. blacksmith and woodwork . •
and honesshoeing, solicits the patron-
age Of his friends and the public at
large for any woik in his line. Satis-
faction guaranteed.
JOHN ZEI,LER.
21e 2,17 Jefferson.
MIAMI IS ROBBED OF WIFE.
Six Men Beat Him and Steal Bride
From Mountain Cottage-
Spartanburg. S. C.. June 
1 Burns, of Jackson count4.110,,,,,
while en a bridal trip acroawrilot ee
mountain, in Greenville county, says'
he was robbed of his pretty ynun,4
wile by a gang of six men, after be
had been bound, beaten and robbed.
He and nis wife stopped at a cot-
tage in ,the mountatom and during the
eight the men entered the room of
the maple. attacked Burns and took
his wife down the mountains. He
sass he eas not seen her since The
authorities are investigating his
story.
County Attoraey Pro Tem.
Sanders Clay, who will be one of
the randldates to succeed County .At-
torney Bark Icy., is acting is thet
capacity during Mr. Barkley's sh•
settee from the county, attending tee
convention at Lexington. 14e will
a'so act as city attorney tomorrew.
while Arthur Martin Is away- at Lose
isvIlle to appear In Judge 10vasile
court and argue the exceptions to the
sale of the Mergenthaler4fortos
Basket factory.
Try Om Flue fee Joe Worth
•A;:
NMI SOL THE PADUCAH EVENTNG SUN
Auden Romste,
Is now tnerely a manioc, of the past.
known to bet more than 700 years
old, and there are eight .olive trees 
Ballard's Sne* Liniment is the fa- in par:lament.
 It can be stated as a cess to Sir Arthur's keys had taken
on the Mount of lives, near Jerusa- 
malty liniment of the twentieth cen_ fact that the
 stolen regana iewe:e a wax _Impression of the key to the
lem. whieh are known to have been 
tury. A positive cure for Rheuma- ate back in D
ublin cattle. safe is Which the jewels were kept-
flourishing in wee. Th
e y e , „t thine Burns. Cuts. Sprains. Neuralgia 
The Jewels whose theft from: the The inspector also found out that
Fountains Abbey. Yorkshire. 
were etc., Mr. C. H. Runyon, Stanberry, 
°Mee of the ulster king of arms in about the time of the robbery the
Dublin castle was discovered in July man in .breetIon was in need' of a
1907. bare been released from a very sn antial sum of money and
pawn- shop in London for over $90,- the pollee theory was that the eetrels
000 (their value has been set down were pawned for a loan in the hope
at $300.000) and have been taken to that a certain financial deal would
Ireland by the senior member of the enable the culprit to redeehy 
the
Arm of pawnbrokert. Jewels.
It is understood that the atone) for Fallowing this theory the inspec-
the release of the stolen regalia was tor announced that he could locate
or Put up by a newly created nobleman 
halt.
jewels and the culprit, but the
haswho  been given a household too clever 'policeman was ordered to
berth for the accommodation. 
It Was hoped that this transaction Events have justified the inepec-
e-oted definitely close the inhappy tor. 
.
and mysterlotes +Ma*. To the con- '
trary, It seems to have given it new Death Was as His Heels.
life, and now an Irish barrister. a Jesse P. ,Morris. of Skippers. Vs .
kinsman of Sir Arthur Vicars. has had a dote call in the spring of 1905
applied to a magistrate for an ar- He says: "An stack of Pneumonia
raignrnent of the viceroy and chief left me so weak and with such a
secretary of Ireland on the charge of fearful cough that my friends do
compounding a felony, dared consumption had me. and
Made Scapegoat. e death was on my heels. Then I 
was
a  
Of course thti magistrate refuses persuaded to try Dr. King's New
 e to give the barrster a hearlue. and Discovery. It he:ped me iramediatee
the English papers do not even give ly, and after taking two and a half
hie name, bottles I %MS a we:1 man again. I
Pierce °Mahoney, the half-brother found that New Discovery Is the best
1
of Sir Arthur Vicars, has never fail-remedy for coughs and lung disease
tered in. his belief that his kinsman. in all the world." Sold under guar-
in 'addition to heretic been dimmissediantee at an druggists. 50c sad $1.00.
ter negligence in office has -Veen al- Trial both. tree.
lowed to lie under a stigma of dis-
graceful and so1fldLtI
flier that he has been' 
t. and fur-
the scape-
goat to shield a lot of disrepute-des
who have brought shame to Dublin
i sale eirrees. •
Mrs. O'Sfationsy jleclares teat in
the hubbub calmed over the t5eft of, NIGHT 111111-304 TO itlersIDIENcle
the Jewels Chief Secretory Birrell or JoHN WEIP4TER.
wrote to the king. reporiffieg upon the
. 
conditions,
mid included *fir Arthur
Vicars in the list of undesirables.efle
 Kv  Newcastle testrege Euillovesti by quick
'DUBLIN JEWELS
ARE RETURNED
Pawnbroker Takes Then
Ireland.
lashed his majesty fee power to clear
eyut the whole lot and reeonstruct tbe
office.
Offered' a
• 
 Pesitsboa.
Afterward Mr. Birrell dlseoveled
that he had made a mistake with re-
gard to Bit Arthur, but would not
ac-know:edge the fact to the king
He asked Vicars to midge itud got a
to refusal. Then he got the uuder sec-
retary for Ireland to have a chat with
• Sir Arthur's solicitor whith was to
induce the eolicitor to adviee Vicars
to go out. The plan did not work
Neblemen lii Debt tee. A.-i e.-id et TAD ha des
pair the chief secretary
offered Vicars a pension if he would
BO but nerve O'Mahoney refused t
o
allow his half brother to take the
bribe, and insisted upon fighting the.
cage.
ARE RELEASAZD FOR 111110.000 Then came
 the star chamber &-
snit", to decide whether Sir Arthur
had been negligent and his dismissal
followed.
London.--Though Scotland Yard Shrewd limpertor.
disclaims any knwoledge of the trans Now it is declared a police Inepec-
action and though Chief Secretary tor of land& visited Dublin castle
Birrell has diplomatically denied it and foetid that a person who had sic-
Taktug Them in leder to
Speettlatv.
Is to love children, and no
home can be happy without
them, yet the ordeal through
which the expectant mother
must pass usually is so full of
suffering and dread that she
looks forward to the hour with 
apprehension. Mother's Friend,
by its penetrating and soothing properties, allays 
nausea, nervousness,
unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the system for 
the ordeal that
she passes through the event with but little sufrer
ing. as numbers
have testified and said, "it is
worth its weight in gold."
leper bottle of drcgai•ta Beek east
valesNe InfototatioL fire
InteDinEID REOULATOR CO
Atlanta. Ga.
Tree Life, lboldt said that the Draca
ena Dram
Brazilian cocoanut palms live for 
at Ototava on Tenerlffe. was one of
600 to ;on scars, and the Arabs as- the 0:de'gt 
inhabitants of the earth.--
Bert that the date frequent!) reaches 
F.rom the Dundee Advertiser.
the a#e of 24111 to 300 years. Veal-
Ian's oak near Paisley, Scotland, is
old trees when in 1132 the abbey was
built, and a redwood in Mariposa
Grove. California, is a manifold cen-
tenarian. Baobab trees of Africa
have been computed to be more than
5.000 years old, and the deciduous
cypress at Matsu:tepee is considered
to be of still a ,greater age. Hum-
Me, writes: "I have used Snow
Liniment for Rkeuntatislit and all
pain. I can't say (enough in its
praise." Sold by 3. H. Oehlublagee
Lang Bros., C. 0. Ripley.
Morality is always ready to monop-
olize the spot light.
OUR REPAIR DEPARTMENT IS FIRST CLASS
J. L. Wolff
327 BROADWAY
Jeweled
PADUCAN. KY.
W. 5. Mather in charge Watch Repair Departmen
t.
D, 11. Sutton. Engraver and Jewelry Repair Dep
artment.
-- 
 MBEs 
1.0. SANDERS & CO.
GENERAL_ INSURANCE
Old Phone 7e3
Office 318 South Sixth
Neu Pheatt 62
GIVE US A SHARE OF YOUR BUSINESS
Remember
Wilson's===That's All
The attractive Book and Music Store,
The Post Card, Newspaper and Magazine Store.
The store for fine Stationery by the box or pound,
And the place where good things to drink
'are served clean.
313 Broadway
DOGS TRAIL .
air
ealth
Never Falls to
RESTORE GRAY HAIR
to Its NATURAL COLOR
I No matter how long it has been
I gray or faded. Promotes a lux-
uriant growth of healthy hair.
Stops its falling out, and positively
removes Dandruff. Keeps hair
I
soft awl glossy. le not a dye.  Co.. swear& N. J.
FRF,E cakeof HARFINA
...mg. SOAP with each bot-
tic and this ad. for 50c.. at the
following druggists:
I ‘‘ it el•PFIKRSON. •
The Real Opening of the
Summer Season
WALLACE PARK CASINO
ALL THIS WEEK AND NEXT WEEK
•
The Hutton-Bailey
Stock Company
Largest and Best Popular Priced Com-
pany on the Road.
The old standard prices which made Wallace
Park famous and popular will be maintained
throughout the engagement.
Prices 10 and 20 Cents
flews open 7..1(); curtalo rises - :01 l'erforuienote to t,
night regardless of the weather. Take Broadway Cart.
%emote of Three sempterte—
Three Farms Visited.
New (Nestle, Ky., June 12.--John
and lit. two
James Webster. were arrested i title
afternoon at their home near New
Castle on the (barite of being night
riders. Lett night the tobacco beds
of W. T. James were scraped and
the
eas dug in the center of one ofhe 
beds. 
The atuthoettles sent to ettelbyeele
for bloodhounds. The dogs arrived
this afterpooe and immediate), took
a trail whiohi /ad to the Webster
horn,. Deputy
under arrestaCrrel rt "andplatbede
este. broloht to New Castle, white
Judge Hill Jnottted them to ball In
tine sun, of 55.000 each.
Judge RS Semis for Delp.
The seresta wore doe to the action
of Judge Hilt. On Warning of the
eeraping of Mr. Gaines' tweet Judge
Hill at one.' pent far the hloodhounds
of leoz and Duncan at Shelbyville.
The owners moue wltb the dogs.
They measered the footprint. around
tie heds and turned the doge loose
The four-footed detectives Mame-
&lately ran to the home of thp se..
cooed men.
The tioodonnen are Dr, I. W Me-
Ginnis and Dr A. O. Elliston, who are
members of The Equity Soripty The
Webster. •te teliants of Dr. Nectein-
Die
Besides. the charge of deetroylog
tohseeo hide the Webeters are at-
mired of wrecking a tobacco planter
belonging to Mr ilitines They- will
he arraigned for this alleged efrener
ouserrow
Judge •114111 rays ie. will (II) All ru
his power to investigate the fee l-see
and says he is cletermlued to put sit
end to lawlessness In Henry money
11wee Forme Vbtlfed.
Milton. Ky.. June 12 Night rid-
ers did their first work In this neetion
of Trimble county last night. To-
beer° plant beds on the farms of TAY -
for Alezseder, T. T. Spillman, Mike
slITtrionyli.
etdon and Dora Ginos were de-
Theee fermi' are In the western *ac-
tion of Trimble county. Prom the
footprints of men and horst*, it ie
believed ihe party of ?alders was
large The rrlgbt riders escaped Vint -
MI! being wen. Independent farm
era sr. arrested and it is said thlh
has,. platinod to retaliate.
Weight of a Cord.
A man once Micked hinerelf for it
large army-eine ',Web he potweetenimt
last to moVe en ordinary briek at-
tatebed to two miles or cord along x
level road outatde of Clilcbeeter
He failed to move the brick, and it
may be roughly estimated that the
/Helton of the card on the rose In
ereased the weight of • the brick
4 Awed Sierran peewee) and n cord to
r, dead tilegfet of ticsril a ton
• naap.
Carpet 8weepers
We have just received the largest shipment of Carpet Sweepers ever broug
ht to
this city and offer them at the following low prices with the absolute guarantee that
they will give you perfect satisfaction. Have one sent out; use it 10, 20 or 30 days
and if you are not entirely satisfied we will cheerfully refund your money.
MAJILSTIC
A very beautiful Sweeper, which
will pleue the most fastidious.
Perfect in construction, sensi-
tive in action and very light
running.
Contains all late improvements,
snub uflteel Ends, Veneered
Cases, Solid Cast Wheels, Im-
proved Tire Attachment, Anti'
Tipping Device, Quick Brush
Release and Peefect Handle At-
tachment.
Finished in Bead liu‘beed Piano
Finished Mahogany. or Quer-,
tered Oak specially selected,
with handsome nickel t-immiegs
Price 113.00 Each.
QUICK
MEAL
RANGE'S.
CONQUEROR PLIE.CO1lD
Satiefacties at a Medium Priia
"Equal of te te, Superior to Massy"
This Sweeper has no superior at any
price. It is mechanically corect, per-
fect In action, very Heft running. will
not Clog with hair or Meetinge and
will feck up dirt when other Makes
fail.
It has all the .latest improvements
in weeper conetruction, such as Full
Nickeled Steel Ends, Veneered CVea,
Anti-Reveler End Caps over Brush
Ends, Anti-Tipping Deeloti.S.ilid Cast
Wheels, Improved Tire Attaehment
cod Perfect Handle Attachment..
Finished in hand rubbed Piano
FiDish Mahogany or specially selected
Quartered oak with handsome nickel
trimmings
Peke. Nickel Iriestatials. Si each
Japes Trieessioge, $2.50 each
0/4/C-Chir
THE HOUSE OF QUAUTY
42.1 - 4 2.4 BROA OW A Y
This Sweeper will give entire
satisfsetion and will sweep equal
to any sweeper made. It is well
finished and handsomely deco-
rated in gold.
It eontainii importait improve-
ments such as Anti-Tipping De-
vice, Perfect Handle Attach-
ment, Solid Cast Wheels and
Improved Tire Attachment.
Finished in Mahogany and Nat-
ural Maple.
Price, Midget Triouriaga, $2.50
each
Price. Jape., Irimmiaips. 6/.25
044
PHONES 176
QUICK
MEAL
RANGES
ANOTHER WIFE
.sppe, tits. e Alt L time Met Is' IN.
et B 1514:
Filf 1111'p %Up,. Infriwirnt 1,1/glitinir
Plani Hail Thor VI as,'. In HI"
Time. tIARRN'
If stories published in Owensboro
newspaper. are true. W K. Davet.
fermere superintendent of the Padb-
cab light plant. who recent:yr died at
sad -left insurance
ties amounting to $3.000. was a
much married man. as already three
wives or their heir, are claimants for
the insurance Suit was Pled Monday
by the-rieugkter of Davis' first wife
to recover Insurance paid the woman
with whom he *Apt living at the time
of his death. thirgrounds for the sue
being that Duels and the woman were
never married. Yesterday Mrs. Locs
ft Wilson. of Indianapolis, appeared
on the scene and made the cialm that
she was the legs' wife of Davis and
was therefore enUllid to participate
In the to-melts of the insurance
The Wind Mantra.
Her lips like rows empearied.
Gate forth a rut of laughter:
She brought the jro of the world
Of thir. and that hereafter.
So trip that magical art
Would scafee seal: to bind her
She danced right into in:. heart
And loeked the door behind her'
Jui) Smile set
A Lally Lbrer
day be only a tired liver, or a starved
liver. It would he a stupid as well a,
savage thing to beat a weary or starved
man became be lagged In hei work. So
in treating the lagging, torpid liver it Is
a great mistake to lash It with strong
drastic dregs. A torpid ilyer is but ax.
Indication of alt illeieurisbred, enfeebled
body whose organs are weary with over
work. Start with the stomach and allied
organs of digestion and nutrition. Put
them In working order and see bow
quickly your liver will become active.
Dr. Pierre's Golden Medical Discovery
ha• merle many marvelous cures of *liver
trouble" by It• wonderful control of the
organs of digestion and one:item It re
storm the normal sctielty of Lb. stomach,
1r/creams the secretions of the blood-male
Ina gland*. cleanses the system from poi-
sonous accumulations, and so relieves the
flyer otitis' burdens Imposed upon it by
the defection of other,organs.
If you h•o• tatter or bad taste in the morn-
Inc vow or
foul breath
feel weak. eaoll
keadaches. Pain
anattriad or di"
perhaps manses.
throat after ratter. and kin
of weak sumach and torpid I I lijuirai-
ibis •ppettut, roated toeree
p.1.4 or Irregular bowels.
tired. spondee t. frequent
r digt re- 'mall of back."
I lit Stomach.
" Moines" to
a) re ptorns
P P0.11 r011e,* 3 ,,u Trwre ft
rhaos on/
a patio 5 • • Grate otos will be presort
at ,/oe time 113(1 30. point to torpid litre- or
billoneneas and weak stnesseti. Avoid an
hot bread and bkeulta, twiddle rake' and
alner Indigestible food and take tbo"Gold•n
im.gieui Ili...ere- regularly and stick to its
asp until roll ore •lavrt,u. and stroll'
The "Die-overt." Is oon-eeeres noo_stm.
bolls, is • ifircerte ettract of sells* owdlei-
nal nsda with a fall ilst of Its interviewees
prird•A on each boo lo-wraover and attested
eider oath Its Ingredients are endorsed
sad estotled hr the most enniaont me•11:181
writers of an. saw and are recousilleen4ad to
imee the dlaitsees for which it is ell•lewl
accept a tettettittlie of enknown
forefeet,' tio in for this non-seeivrt marietans
a Fame* asuman*.
You get hands. •••
ippuinted r I•e4
when !nerve yeti Sc
give pritut perainal at-
Wntion at all timer
ANMRSON PHONE 915
1The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah
WE PIT IS' ALL
•
  o
PRESIVIIPTRIVII
as earefulit aP if the anediricee were
for our own fatal() All that isk,11,
expetiet.e.. and extreme care call se
comp:lab is employed in this depart
reent
The drugs and nietik ties wind art.
also camilefulty looked aft. r We use
only the purest. etroneest end foe...b-
ed It te porelble to preterit
S. H. WINSTEAD, Druggist
S•••nth and Broadway. ..
Phones 756
s NIT ARI.ISIIED 15471.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
PADILICAR, K NTI t'St Y.
UNIZKD STATICS DI PoelToliT.
Capital. Morphs, asetladivided Prolate  0100.41011 00
ilbarritolders Reopoosibillity    1100,000 00
Total Respnasibillty to Depositors  1100.000 Ivo
P. It. Itt'GHEte, Presideat. JOS. .1. FRIKDNIAN. Vice .Prestilent
ell/ C. 1117RIFIR.WIL Coshire. C. INICRARDWiN, Asst. Cashier
1/1TERINT PAID 01 TIME DEPOSITS.
DIDIJOCTORS.
A.• K. ANIIIP.ACIFKR. a. R. aroma. S. A. FOWLER. 3. L. FRIED
14%N. 3. C. UTTER'S tell, DR .1. G. BROOKS. RRACIC OWEN
200,000 PLANTS
The largest aesortrnent of rimer and Masts le the city, oko
2.3.1M100 plants at less than $ ceo.te. 173,000 IA her Mania In aseteet
from. See as befere placing row order.
SCHMAUS BROS.
Both Phones 192.
F Peyton,
l'r, •111.-nt.
It. Rade,
Clashier.
P. Pi-year,
Ass1"iant Ie•ble.r.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
theeseestratea4
Third arid Broadway.
City Depository State Depository
(*obi  .• • • 1  /1••••• ••••••• toners*
Surplus  " • ••••• .. 1114,000
Stockholders nobility  • . ..... ...... 100.4lio0
Total security to tkopooltore ".••• ..... ga50.000
Accounts of andirleio•is •ned Mins solicited. We epereetitte
small a• well aa large deo.settiere ^...i at-tont to all the same cotirfoons
t mat meat.
IN -I ER EST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
OPEN RATCRD T SWIMS FROM / TO a OTTAICIL
•
•
11
or
1
•%.
t
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EDGAh Y1, WHITTEMORE
REAL ESTATE
AGENCY
FREE
REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST.
C.U. Semi yr T•l•nk.... for
Mrs.. n35. MATERNITY BLDG
PADUCAH, KY.
HENRY MARREN, .111.
ILIIMOVED TO THIRD ANN
INKTUCKT.
Desk Biseltag, Soak Work I.
sad blorary Wort • syseaskry.
EVANSVILLE. .PAOD('ANI A\1)
CA.II40 LINE.
( I merporat ed. )
EVANSVILLE-PADUCAH PACKET.
(Daily lercept Sasmiall.)
Steamers Joe Fowler abd John S.
ilopkiux, leave Paducah for RUMP'
1,:1e and way landings at 11 a. m.
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at N a. ne sharp. thine ex-
ept Sunday. Seecial excursion rates
met lu effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table me
_astrpatosed.
Per further interrelation apply to
S A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent.
or (Men Fowler, City Pass. Agent. at
Fowler-Crumeaugh & Co.'s Office.
r ri -al Broadway.
Dr. Stamper
DENTIST
Frilsriiry tiidii - ROCS.*
ONIMMEMIM
Extracting Teeth and Plage
Work a Specialty.
DR. KING \ I I I ,
truouiPLAns
Room 7, Trueivesst Building, up.
atairoo.Neat Id OneliPalic ',burr lo. New
p 1:103.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL /.1.
CUBSION BULLETIN.
Cis Wag°. ii!.- Republican
Natioaal Convention.-Tickets
to be void June 12th to 16th
inclusive, limit June $0th.
Round trip $1.1.00.
Fratthent, Ky.- Kentucky
Educational Aseociatkin. --
Tickets to be *old June 1-5th
and 164 return limit Jane
VOW Round Clip $560.
fivansteee. Ind. -Special
wasmaton Tuesday. June 23.
Round trip $.1.50. Special
train leaves Paducah about
10:40 a. no.. June 23. return-
ing leaves Evanaville 7 p. m.
Wednesday. June 24. No bait
gage will be checked on these
t Ickets..
PrankIert. Ky.-Kenteilry
Educational association. Dates
of Sale June 15 and 16. Re
turn limit June 20. Round
trip $8.00.
IA/nisei:le, Ky. -interna-
tional Sunday School' ausocia-
lion. DIM ot sale June 13
to It SWIM 104 June
Return limit June 26. Round
trip $6115.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agent City Office. Paducah.
Ky. •
R. K. PRATHER.
Yost Union Depot.
Little Ills
of Children
Mothers and •,1 uttleis .u hayg 1111'
drool about the house cannot de theft
families a better Aervice than to learn of
simple and reliable reined ies that correct
children's ailments. Many grown peo-
ple are suffering today for the ignorance
or negligence of those who had charge
of their bringing up.
Children are prune to constipation,
and if it isn't corrected early, the bow-
els get in the habit of not working nor-
mally and soon onronic constipation
results that may last off and an iii
through life. Thsai children eat almost
nowt:wally and as a consequent* indi-
gnation sets in soon followed by worms,
or stomach pains, or disci bee. or any one of.doom ether troubles. o nay that It wal Hest
c‘ifi.... It Is toying with (be clultl's preset
Is putting altogether too mach faith int 
and tenure health.
bettor War Is 10 glom the child a close ofriortiethir g Istasides1 to cure that very kutsble.Sod nothing better kr (lie put/mails k.nrn thanDr. CardletriPil Syrup Pew*. op Meer gripesbat s a ge4dy and as It has • pleasant tastethe child will not reline to lase it Puy • 50aeator $2 bottle of your drumss and save the childfrom aickatess. You should remember that •child wensq stomacb lain good working order hoour likely to catch colds and fever diseases.ildra. Carry, Cl Trowbridge. Pl., ottudibutes lbsrealerksine health of bee child to Dr. Calk/well'sSyrup Pepsin, which she gives regularly in thesedisorders. Idra. EVar..ole. el Hiosboro, Zn.. sfrank to say that the present good condition alf
her ay.-year-old boy Is eugtely due t“ tat, woo-&Hui remedy. tr> it In your ors trrualiy rodsee It you cannot share these
bottle i• guaranteed to do exactly as we claim.and the party ot instiAleots is all,/ vuuchrd
FREE TEST ..Thr.P"i's.:2.7.°'."bordr:cre loam a sample Settle set aim Cos tw
aggro rag Ms coupon. This saw lltc port Meth*rinsed, will de is we claim. sad Is ON/ ose la andvie bre WSW take. It TAW for it Its.. hoe Iry
symoturns o fluirists, bye, or Moans, thiallestyet ,nest ellectiv• laxative tor ermine. mop Mil eattom,. A goarsiase, sormaroot Horne owe. THErusuo vtamor Unto. So owe and Saraas 0111 catowniss stubs PEPSIN." This procreo
NM punt, guarantee he. 11. Viss..agloa. (:). 0.
PEPSIN SYRUP 00.
11070•Idwell gidg.. inestlesite, NL 
IN DM IR %LTV.
Frank Rounds vs. Steamboat J. 8..
etc., in adni4kity.
Whereas, a libel was filed in the
district court of the United States,
For the Western Li:strict of- Ken-
tucky at Paducah, on the 3rd day of
June. 1908 by Frank Rounds vs.
Steethboat J. S., ete., her engines,
theitel, apparel, fueliture, etc., end
owners alleging tu enthstanen• that
tond steamer was Indebted to him in
the sum of two hundred dollars, ter
damages done his gasoline beat
"Messenger." by smashing same ult,
that said damages bad 'ever been
paid. and *preys process agaitst said
steamboat J. S., ete., and that the
same may be condemned and sold to
flay said claim with coat and ex-
penses.
New. therefore, In purstranee to
the Monition under the seal of sail
Newt to me directed, I do hereby give
public notice to all premiss claiming
said Mesmer J. 5, etc., or In any Way
iutereeted therein, that they be and
aPeeer before the Notelet Court of
the rested states in the city of Pa-
ducah, atr., oh or before the 3rd day
ny Angus'. 1205, at in o'clock a. In.
of that day then and there to fear-
poses their claims and to make their
allegations In their behalf.
(IVO. W. LONG. r. S. M. W. K. D.
fly Elwood Need. Deputy.
Darby. & Martin. Proctors .for Li-
bellant.
True frien,ls, Sr.' neither bums nor
borrowers.
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS 
WITH Dr. King's
Nevt,„ Discovery
I FOR Cgegrg T.r.:Ploirt7A.OWA!! DIntiar 'ND t UNG TROUBLES.ra tl A ItA NTZ BD SATIEIr 1,0'102
1.0K ItoSIT )1.11,1INDILD.
/ ire iiiiiamousime
All the patent medicines and
toilet articles advert;sed in this
paper are on sale ati
11cPberson's Dreg Store
fourth sad Broadway.
...FOR...
Rubber Stamps and Sup-
plies, Numbering Ma-
chines, Band Daters, etc.
•>s
1•4'
115 S 101 St. Pious 358
ST. LOUIR & TENNESSEE RIVEN
PACKET OMIPANT.
(Incorporated.)
FOR Tay IFENNESSER: RIVER.
STEAMER CLYDE.
Leave• Paducah for Trent-neer River
Every elnednesiday at 4 p. ni.
.1. W. WRIGHT Master
EUGENE ROBINSON Clerk
This company is not responsible
for invoice charges unless collecteh
by the clerk of the boat.
Special excursion rates from Padu-
cah to Waterloo. Fare for the
round trip $8.00. Leared Pada. ah
every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
NEW STATE ROTEL
B. A. Raley. Prow
Soirmal mot hom betel M the del
tate* ea son. Two large serape
monis. Hat). rooms. Electric Llglite
no. only ...stroll, located Nonni *
La city.
0011MiffillailA Ir resin)) hill3111 •
uccrror;
ALDRICH AND HALE
GO OVER TO TAFT
Maine Senator's boa Decided
Matter FAIff
PO'lintior Murray Crater, of Slaaarbefou-
Vutional Leader of Ills
Party,.
SOCIETY AT TIM CONVENTION.
111., June 12.-The man-
ner' in weigh the so-called "allies" or
opposition to the nomination of Wil-
liam H. Tann as the standard bearer
of the Republican party, has, In a
large Measure, abated has been a rev-
elation. Idi many of those who came
here to watch the nonveution prelim-
inaeles. but have not had a close view
f the 'situation, as Ii has beett de-
veloping, from time to time, at' the
national capital; which, until a taw
days ago, was She center for all po-
litical activity In the roiled States.
Admittedly two of the leading men
of the party in the country and In the
United Statue are Senators Aldrkb.
of Rhode !eland. and Hale, of Maine.
They have been popularly Iszdleved
to he opponents of the national ad-
ministration in most of its advanced
policies, and also of the Inoveffient to
name Mr. Taft as the head of the Re-
pubecen ticket.
New. It earl be said that for months
peat Senator Aldrich has pointed to
the Taft movement as the real band
wagon, arid told his close friend. that
they should get abceord K they were
looking for the reel thing In band
warms and for the finest upholstery
and the best seats.
How Senator Hale Was Converted.
Almost every one on the ground
now knows that the present concilia-
tory attitude of the "allies" is due in
large part to the understanding
which was reached between Senators
Aldrieh and Hale and Mr. Taft in a-
Sunday night conference a week ago
at the nations-1 capital. The manner
of Senator eouversion to the
Taft causa is interesting and out of
the ordinary. Senator Hale has been
recognised as one of the strongest
critic: of President Roosevelt in the
ranks of the party, and newt of New
England was roady to follow hls
Those who know the senator personal
iv are well acquainted with its crusty
dictatorial Manner and way of us-en-
titling opposition wherever he meets
It. He was for a long time not only
a Itenti in the aide of the national ad-
ministration. Ant a serious problem
for the Taft propaganda,
P:nany. Eugene Hale, son of the
nenator, heard so mach of the growth
of the Taft buom and Taft sentiment,
that he decided to go down to Wash-
algton and look over the situation, Do
illd so. lee not only saw the politi-
cal leaders at the capitol, but went
to see the Taft managers and tha
pro %tient. and Mr Taft, sedt
log the true light,. Re decided that
thr nomination of Mr. Taft.- was in-
evitabie and told his father so. The
senator was greatly enraged: Mahon'l
that hitt son knew nothing of the rul
situation and rejected hla advice to
get on the -bard -WeRen." The son
ihnened to all his father hid to say
and then ',glinted to Maine,
Took Hie Son's Advice.
A week or so later there was a po•
Mita! mass meeting in Maine. at
which the younger 'Hale was to make
a speech. To the surprise of every-
one, he flatly declared his belief that
the nomination of Mt. Taft was Inev-
itable; stated without reservation
that he rarored it and pledged his
father to the inane course. Senator
Hale was ftelose and, as onion as he
read the press accounts of his son's
action, sent him a sizzling telegram
repudiating hint and exprcesing die-
pleasure at tea course. The son one'
answered, "Welt two days before you
repudiate Mc IOU 111:(1) " That Was
wittlielent. Leto re and telegrams and
(Aortal expreerions flowed in on the
senator approving his course no
strongly that to this day he has not
repudiated his eon- but has nature*
fallen in with the Taft plans and re-
cently has co-operated with the Taft
leaden,.
Creme as a Leader
The etrength sod leadetokip.of Sete
ator Winthrop Survey Crane in tie.
United States senate, where it is be-
lieved he is the logical meetwasor of
Fiewstor Aldrich at the head of the
Republican party organisation, has
often been exploited In the daily and
YOUlt WORD WILL BE
UNDISPUTED
AND YOUR MONEY REFUNDED
Where f AR8070N1 FAILS to Correct
Aar Disorders sr( the ST0144C14
CARRO/ONE ree u Mtge the bowels,cures constleatiose,
and steps the fermentation of food, ao
that the fowl digesth perfectly, and
you receive the full strength and
nourishment from what Is eaten.
CARBOZON poisonousdestrelys thegerms in the Stomach,
and rieutralleoa septic poison in every
part of the system, and is both a pre-
ventatl ve and a cure.
A few doses relleveedistremand the
stomach le soon digesting and Pasted.
!Mimi the fond. The CARKOZONI
Ma perfect relief for indigestion in
.1 ne u,a forms Price Vol
If your deal you
order direct fru
Itil CAR50/0111 COMPANY
296 Mediae. Asa. ateorpithr Tom.
•
DISTINCT STEP
Di ADVANCE
(Auburn. N. Y., Daily Citizen).
Chronic Bright's Disease may have
been an incurable drase in the vast.
but It it certainly table how. M.
L. Walley, the iltugigist, tells" us of a
remarkable recovery in this city.
There was nd question about the
genuineness of the case. The patient.
a lady. is connected with one of our
prominent families. She was in a
hespital swol:en" with dropsy. and the
albumen was In suck enormous quan-
tities as to solidity in the tube.
Death was expected daily by the
physician and family, when she wail
pat on a California treatment that
was alleged to be curing Bright's dis-
else In that state. The results ereat-
nd great astonishment. Symptoms
began to subs* and recovery was
nicn gradual tilt finally complete.
The patient has since actually passed
for insurance. •
The peculiarity of the treatment is
that It does not seem to wear out.
the patient in question taking over
89 bottles.-Auburn, N. Y., Daily
Citizen.
I heard about this and sent for it
In the interest of patients here and
will give any one calling full informa-
tion. ---W. B. McPherson. Paducah,
.Ky.
magnzine press. Here it is apparent
that he is te lead, within his own par-
ty. even though hes present associa-
tion is with the aft*, who are popu-
larly believed to have the losing end
of the situation. He Is mild of man-
ner, soft of voice and Inconsplouous
in Personal annearance. He is seen
but little in the corridors of the ho-
eras and most of tfie crinferences with
his associates ate during "the sessions
of the national committee, at %vetch
be is a contitant attendant, or at the
Chicago club, where he always dines.
soelet'y at Convention. -
Washington, June P2.--Washing-
ton °Maki society is to be largely
represeated at the natlotral Repubie
can convention In Chicago and 'doe
big Coliseum, where the meeting are
to be hele, Will look much !Hie the
Renate galleries on the opeteng day
of congress. Mimi Louise Poraker is
one of the attractive members Of the
younger set who will attend the vise-
ceedings, and Miss Hernenway. dau
ter of Senator Hettletl way, will be an-
other oonepleuoue figure.
Naturally, the most intereeting vis-
itor of all will be Mrs Nit-holes Long-
worth, daughter of csie president, who
with her hnsbsnd, JIll be a menstear
of a house party of whirh Mrs. Joseph
Medal Mte`orrnlek. formerly Miss
Ruth Hanna, will be hostess. Mfg.
Longworfles polities* tsedencies bey'e
become mare and more manifest
sthae she became the wife pf Repre-
sentative ec,ngwortb.
Mrs. Murray Crane, formerly Miss
Josephine. Boardneds: of this &tr.
has for several yea+ been known as
a keen political stunt. In fact, it
has often bsen said that it was her
clear insight into political subjects
that first attracted the attention of
:Senator Crane. Mrs. Crane will also
o'to the convention to follow the ac-
tivities of her husband, who is closely
Identified with the preliminary on.
Mts. Taft will not go to Chicago.
Mrs. fleetest Parsons. Wis. Chaun-
cey M Depew and Mrs. Albert J. Bev
evidgn. formerly Miss Katherine Eddy
are (Oho rs of the smart Washington
colony wtio will forego the pleasuips
of the early days at the seashore to
follow the fete of the various candi-
dates at Chicago.
IPROHIBS EXPECT In 
- He Got What Be Needed.
"Nine years ago it looked 111/ If
my time had come," says Mr. C.
Farthing, of Mill Creek. Ind. Ter.
"1 was so ran dews that life hung
on a very slender thread. It was
then my druggist re Beaded Elec-
tric Bittere. I bought a bottle end
I got what I needed-strength. I
had one foot In the grave. but Ielbe-
tric Bitters put it back on the Dirt
again. and I've been well ever since."
Sold under guarantee at all Ogg-
60c.
RED MEN
WILL INITIATE TWENTV.IFIVE
CANDIDATES JI'Lle 3.
Ileookpert and Ntetropoll. Lodges
Will Participate iso C.-remony
Thai Night.
A class of 26 candidate, will be in-
itiated into the Red Men on the night
of July 3 and the occasion will be oute
of mush interest to members of. the
order, as it is the beginning of the
celebration of the interstate meeting,
which begins that day and continues
until the night of the Fbourth.
The ant degree will be eoottvgan
by the Metropolis lodge. the 11411nd
degree by Beookport Ridge and the
third degree by Paducah.
The Paducah lodge Will meet June
20 to elect new officers, who will pre-
side at the initiation eeeuenioniee.
A Twenty Year Sentence.
"I have just completed a tweny
year health sentenre, Imposed by
Ducklen's Arnica Salve, which cured
me oft bleeding piles just tweety
years ago," writes 0. Mi. WoOlever, of
LeRayselle, N. Y Buckien's Arnica
Salve heals the- worst pores,
burns, wounds and cats in the short-
est time. 25c at all druggists.
Always try your best not to be
trills' to your Menu-
TO MAKE GAINS1
Think That Many ---.1)0mocrats 1
Will Vote Prohibition.
Bryan Says Re Thinks Qat-aeon tt oil
Not Be Altaic !sane By Either
Party,
POSITION MAY t'ArSE SLUMP
Milwaukee, June 12.-Claiming to
expert gteat gains in the south, with
a possible victory in all southern pro-
hibition states, State Chairmani
Alonzo Wilson, of Illinois. declared I
as a foundation of this expectation'
the alleged opposition on the part of
Bryan to prohibition. This decIara-1
tion was made before the Wisconsin
state prohibition convention.
"In Igen." said Wilson, "Bryant
stumped Nebraska against the probet
bition amendment to the Nebraskat
constitution, and I have in my pos-
session a copy of a letter from Bryan
to southern men who desired a plank
for prohibition In the Democratic na-
tional platform In which Bryan de-
Clarets If his wishes are followed there
Will be no !nth plank in the plat-
form.
As Bryan Is In control of tbe Dem-
ocratic party, his platform desires•
nil: undoubtedly control in the Dem-
ocratic national convention and there
fore no prchiliftion plank can be ex-
peeted from Hiat convention.
Wilson said this was the expecta-
tion of the' southern delegates who
dad been looking info flue subject and
he said he was to leave for the south
this evening to confer with some
leading prohibition Democrats there
about their support for the prohibi-
tion party it no prohibition. Plank
were in.rrted in the Denver 'plat-
form.
Bryan Etplaibm.
Lincoln. Nen.. June 12.-Referring
to the dispatch, front Milwaukee con-
cerning his attitude on prohibition,
Bryan said: •
Whereas, an information has been
filed in the in-triet Court ot the Unit-
ed States fur Th.! %lectern District of
Kentucky. at Paducah, on the 22nd
day of May, 1908, by George Dti-
Relle, Esq., attorney for the United
States, against ten barrette _Ireetilltes
71111111
131 The"XXIhC.ntury"
Bottle Cooler
Always cold, clean and
economical.
Simple, strong, dura-
ble, absolutely clean and
hygienic.
A complete lineihowri
by
HANK BROS.
Hardware
21.1 Broadway
_
tNITED IITATES OF ABERICt.
Woe' elm II it t of Kentucky.
1,adoir als.
nor iatereetod thereto, that they may
he and appear before the said court,
at to be held in the city of Padurah in
and for said District, on the 16th day
;of November, 1908, then land there•
t   1 1o interpose theirca ms, an to make
- their ga s n i' behalf.
GEORGE, W. 1ADNO, U. S. M.
By Et Vidal Neel, Deputy.
-
A Domestic Minister.
five half barrels and fifty kegs of oiler:erahle chaplain Of the smite, called
Dr. Edward Everett Hale, the yen-
alleging in substance that asid articles! at the state department recently to
were forfeited to the United States, as:see Secretary Root. He had forgotten
being misbrauded within the meatting;inat _n_was_44.ygotaittle_elay arl. -the-
of the Food and Drugs act of congress pertinent. When he approached the
of the United States appro'ved June secretary-'s door the colored messen•
30th, 190n, and praying process ger standing outside said:
against the same, and that same finny! "Are sou a ftsreign minister?"
be cbmtemned as forfeited as alefriej "No." said the doctor. "I am a do- '
said, same having been seized by the ; niestie minister." He passed on In
Marshal under due process of law. !without further question.
Now, therefore. rn pursuance to Whenever he appears now at the
the motion under seal of said court toistate department the messenger sa-
me directed and delivered I db here-times hint as "Mr. Domestic Minis-
by give nubile notice to all pereonalter" and flings the door wide open.-
"I have received many letters ctaiminn, said articles or In any man•I Washington Herald.
front prcfhibltionists and many from L '/___
opponents of prohibition and I haee
BOW ONanswered al. in the same way.
'I have laid them I did nrit regard
the question as a national question.
While it is an issue in a number of
states. I do nee export it to be made
an Issue by either the Republicans or The piece to get a good
111.7:INESS EDre-AFION,Democratic national convention. I to prepare for a GOOD
have made it a role not to discuss PONTION, and to get reedy for THE RUSH of 'Si,- ,m,•lness se
questinns outside of the platform, be-'DRAUGHON'S PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGEcause the candidate has no right to
inject the issues which his platform
excludes. In answer to tthe questions
about my own screed on the subject,
I have stated iliat so far as my per-
atonal habits go. I am a teetotalige
never having used liquor as a bever-
age, but in 1590 I voted against the
state peel:bitten amendment because
1 thought the license system we hae.
with local optiOn, was better 'sited
to the conditions we had to meet in
our.INilestaten.
an 'attempt has been made
to draw conclusions from this as to
what ought to be done in other states
T haVe called attention to the fact
that state laws ought to be mad.. to
meet the conditions existing In the
state and that what I did in Nebraska
could not be a guide in states where
conditions were different.
"In other words. I twee refused to
give advice on the question in other
statei because I am not sufficiently
informed as to the conditions in vari-
ous states and I have refused to dis-
cuss ft as a national question, be-
as I have said. I do not expect
it to be an Inns in this campaign"
Plenty of Tremble.
is caused by stainition of the liver
and bowels, to get rid of it and
headache and bielousness• and the
poison that brings jaiindlee. take
Dr. 'King's New Life Pills„ the res
liable purifiers that do the work
without grinding dr griping. 25c at
all druggists.
The Evening 8III•HH-10e • Walt. •
Headquarters
  F o r_  _
BICYCLES
Everything in the
bicycle line.
_
S. E. Mitchell
326-328 Seth TIM Pm,
SUMMER
Dilsoltegla by business men from Maine to California. Catalogue FREE; artribr rr.
.11ucorporated) Paducah, al! Broadway. old eito 17a5.
ICE! ICE ICE!
You will he conferring a favor tif reporting to the manage-
ment any diRootirtesis shown you by any of our employees.
Elit.:AL.V.14 ON ALL WAS-IONS.
INDEPENDENT ICE COMPANY
Phorsors 184 10th & Madtamors
11111111111Me, 
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kind, of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499.
410
Be Progresaive and up to date, and board your bawl-St-it Bern
that keeps abreast of ihro times.
The days for cleaning a how with the old fashioned enrry
comb and brush have past.
We use a (frowning Machine. It does the work better anti
riaieker and your horse will appgeciate the (giant. and show it lat
doing hater work for you.
THE TULLY LIVERY CO.
Iseorporsited.1
Fourth and Kentucky Avenue.
Early Times
•tt
Jack Beam
The purest whiskey made. It
has been stored for years in
charred oaken barrels, at an
even temperature, and has a
uniformity due to perfect ag-
ing. Bottled in bond spring
1900. Sold everywhere.
•
' NOR P.kTIIMATT TVENTNIT •
;
- "MAT. WMIL
GET BUSY, DON'T WASTE YOUR TINE
MAKE THE CONTEST YOUR BUSINESS
MAKE IT A BIG PAYING INVESTMENT
Many Couteatants Are Close
Together at the Top of Both
This Week's Race and the
Entire Contest-( lot of Tows
Candidates Climbing to the
Top.
REACTIFIle CONTEST WEATHER
Are Yee" Taking Achantage of le!
Most of the Racers ire. Watch
the score. No iii Leaders
ship But They l'erisonly Are
(Nubbin& scow.
SPECIAL OFFER THIS WEEK,'
For hatberripLione turned hi
between Monday morning, June
S. and it p. In. Saturday, June 14.
Thirty (Foliate' worth of furni-
ohs to be selected from the ev-
relleat and complete Mock of
furniture of the F. N. Gardneir
Jr. company to the candidate
turning in larKrat rialir41111 Of
caeh on shecriptions.
There will be no tesue woos
to candidates tureens( lit largret
iunount of new but
3,000 voles will he given for
every Ian any candidate turn.
After this week the size of the
strasely de-
clime to the end of the routed.
•O that (kirk* thr• lard week
there will be nearer isnous Dor
special prise.
Standing at the time of Balloting
Thursday at 6:00 p.
DISTRICT I 
Mike Ella Ha 
911bei Elsie Hodge 
Joe I/sawing*" 
Miss Marian Noble  
Jame' Wood
elre. Iii }WISP 
Myrt Haider'. 
elks Mary Berry 
Mrs. Ida Ashby 
Mee. Nellie Schwab
Miss Thelma Wham
J. L. Dann 
Mrs. T. L. Roeder 
Jew. Moltke' 
Fred McCreary 
Mies Blauthe Anderein 4,664
Mits (Serie Hani  4,500
Mrs. Harry Garrett  3,445
Geo. I'. Hauer,  3,441
Mins Minnie Therein  2.707
Athol Roberbson  2,437
Miss Pearl Griffin  2.293
Mee. CallaPillar ThrllIOLA 2,242
P. 11. Fowler  1.937
Maurice McIntyre
1.. P. Gore 
Mks Geraldine Gibson 675
Mies Mary Bondurant 639
Miter, Jennie Caesar .637
Mies Ruby Canada .508
Harry Lulus-qui ..3145
A. A.beley 361
Leon R. Gleavee 560
Geo. Watts 300
74.437
71,400
88.408
45.154
43,780
40.118
39,034
22.120
21.176
17,666
10,981
9.764
.7..1157
7.473
7,305
DISTRICT 2.
Mks Mien Nichol. 73,064
A. W. Stewman. 70.1101
l'has. Beaker . 53.210
Mrs. F., E. Ruck 22.1641
Mee' Doris Martin 17.477
Jenne l'allandingieen 14.883
Met, John Kehl',ley !ChM)
Mks Kate Nannenuerher 15.110
James Murray 10.333
Mira Teazle Edeington 9,510
Ruby Cohen /4.475
Wan Mamie Bentham fe432
Mbar Mantle Rumen 8417
H. G. Johnston 14.309
Mina Lizzie Vaughn 7.391
E. L. Mlles 7.200
Mks Jeauette likotogins 6.1314
Miss Ethel Searles 3.513
lets Walston 3.209
Mine Murrell Smedley 2633
Thomas Peeler 2.565
C. G. Kelly 2.240
Leo Haag 1.341
A. C. Mitchell  1,840
Jeff J. Read 1.601
Mina Bettie Speck 1  437
John Bryant 1.145
Miee (swinne Wheetead 1.023
Janice Rickman ... . . 1.003
Geo. A. Rondurant 720
Henry Bailey  396
tr, E. Miller 576
H. J. Shelton .. 505
elle* Alma Adam.. 5110
Joseph Artie . 35.5
Mrs. (i. T. Reeekehire  55/1
DISTR14T 3.
Ilium Lora street, Keel!. Ky. 72.336
Ahoy Switzer, Padarah IL F. D.
69.364
Mies Cale& (Idles 'Metropolis, Ill.
61.734
MINI Veen Dotbien. IedVette Ky.
,  51,236
.1,515 Get Reny
1,477 Dona waste your time
Don't waste another's
In the hustle.
Don't get dizzy.
If not for whit lou
want on earth.
For others' sakes
Get Busy.
That's the idea, get busy, keep
buy-and number yourself among
suit it is going to be a close race
for the week's prize-$30 worth of
furniture from the stock of the F. N.
Gardenr. Jr., Co.
And this week there are going to
be more than two at the top. The
way things are going now it looks
as if there are going to be a dozen
within a short range of each other-
i,i- )k• lingliter. Paducah R. P. D.
"-  50,060
Mho Mabel Mayers, Brookport.
40,81111
A. C. Hargrove, Madam') R F. D.
 31,795
Miss Myra Oliver, Velem. Ky. 24.500
Mims Billie Screier, Widthlaud, Ky.,
20,122
Mks AIlie Rumen, Keen. Ky.  19,050
Julies Starks. Benton, Ky 10.0441
Nam J. Brown, Pidocsk B. F. II.
$063
('. K. Lamond, Paducah R. P. D.
' 3,315
Mien Ruby Flack, Mayfield, Ky ,
8,900
Paris ElIkon. Murray, Ky 5,005
Miss Treys Comeau, Murray. Ky.
.  .5450
Mks Rosetta kanahart, Paducah R.
F. D. 4.300
Miss Lena Madden. Wing°. Ky  4,300
J. J. Lane, Paducah It.e'.D....  3,370
A. LeKea!, 'Paducah R.F.D 3.400
Miss Dora Draffen, Calvert My, Ky.!
2.058
Henry Temple, Maxon Mal 2,563
Guy C. Hanberry, leddiville. Ky
2.000
Clifton Senter, Paducah R. F. D.
1,980
Mites Mae Matthews, Kuttawa,
Ky. 1.725
H. C. Hartley, Paducah R. P. D.
1,323 1
I'Heenan] Kruse, .Padateth .13, F. D.
'John Throb. Id. Jr,, Paducah R. F.
D. 
Beery Hauser. Paducah R. F. D.
1
ATTENTION, PIANO  BUYERS!
Bring Your Prize Coupons
TO
Fred P. Watson & Bro.
311 Broadway
Lowest prices ever known on new
pianos of established makes. Bar-
gain prices in slightly used and
second-hand pianos and organs.
Easiest payments. Leave your or-
der- for tuning and repair work.
Victor H. Thomas, Mgr.
Old Rhone 1573-r. 311 BROADWAY New Phone 1101
ritery served by Tim Sun outside
the limits of the city of Paducah.
More Timm 112.013) In Prises.
Following Is a description of the
magnificent list of prises offered for
the winners in this contest together
with the arrar gement governing
their distribution.
The candidate securing the highest
number of votes, regardless of dile
trice. will be given The First Grand
Prize, a $700 double building lot in
1.0 3 Gregory Heights. Paducah's prettiest
suburb.
Great Colde The candidate securing the secondst Weather.
highest number of votes. regardlessAnd se] the conteht goes on at
top speed; candidates still reap large-let, 
land Prize, a $400.00 two-carat, 
will be given The Second
harvests as a result of the beautiful "
blue-while diamond. on display ataeather; votes still roll in in large
quantities and many are enabled to 'I° W°Irl Jewelry store' 227 Broad-
more than vote the limit every even- waY'
After the judges> o4 the finish ofing. It's certainly great contest
the contest have awarded the Grandweather, a trine warm perhaps dur-
ire( the middle of the day but coo: Prizes, the names of the two winners
will be t ke f thef ma-in the morning and in the evening
and an occasional shower to settle testants and the nine district prizes
will be awarded as follows:the dust. Every one seems to be
taking advantage of it and as a re-i The tnree persons writs lead their
respective districts will be awarded
a $300 piano, on display at W. T.
Miller & Bros., 520 Broadway, a $150
suit of furniture, displayed at Gar-
ner Bros.. 207-213 South Third, a
$100 buggy and harness, displayed
at Powell-Rogers, 129-131 North
Third. The above three prizes will
be given to the three district leaders
and we would like to give them
In the order of the number of butesall' them.
prizes but our awards so far have
exeeedee our own as well as your
expectations and :f we endeavored to
place prizes with all who deserve
them, with all who are eery near the
top, every furniture yen in the elty
would be busy Monday. We are
The three persons who receive the
ascend highest number of votes iii
their respective districts will be
awarded the following prises in their
order of rank-a. $65 watch on dile
plar at Pollock's. $33 Broadway, a
going to give them a lot of bonus 
$60 lady's Or man's watch at Nagel•
votes, however, ;600 votes for every 
and Meyer's. cornet Third and
$25 turned in by candidates. And
1 BroadwaY, a $50 Miller range. die•
those 3,000 will help some. Played at Hank Bross, 212 Broad-
way.
The right is reserved to alter thee,
rules should necessity demand.
Contestants may secure subscrip-
tions anywhere they wish. For in-
stance a candidate in IDIstrice 3 Is
entitled to turn in subscriptions from
Dletrict 3 or District I, and vice
Tern.
New subscribers are those who were
not taking The Sun May 23, the date
of the start of thee contest. Trans-
test, if not this week. There are 
the winners at the end of the con-
fer from one member of a family to
only three more weeks after this: 
another or to someone else living In
the samehousewill not he counted asthe contest is halt over: how do you
stand today?' How are you .coming a new subscription.
The three persons receiving theout in, the end? It's up to yoe.
The busy candidates are going to be
the winning candidates. the busy
candidates have busy friends, busy
candidates and busy friends make
votes, make busy-ness. Make the
contest your business, make it a
pleasant occupation, make It a pay-
ing investment, so that at the end
you may be substantially rewarded
with one of the eighteen excellent
prizes.
Who Are 11311gthle?
Any white person, man or woman,
of good character, residing in the ter-
ritory covered by The gun may ise
come a candidate for the honors and
the prizes in The Paducan Sun's
Greatest Popularity Contest.
Duration-Awards.
The contest starts with today's an-
nouncement and will continue till
July 4, at 9 p. pt., at which time a
tommittee of well-known and trust-
worthy citizens will be chosen to de-
termine who are entitled to the
Prizes.
Districts.
The territory covered by The Sun
has been divided for the purposes of
this contest into three districts, as
follows:
District 1 comprises all of the city
of Paducah north of Broadway. is
eluding the north side of Broadway.
District $ comprises all of the city
of Paducah south of Broadway, In-
cluding die south side of Broadway.
District 3 comprises all of the ter-
third highest number of votes in
thelh respective districts will be
awardrd the following prizes, a
$37.60 refrigerator. displayed at
ElsOneberger's. 422 Broadway, a $25
Chair or other furniture from Rhodes-
Burford's, 142-116 North Fourth, a
$35 lady's or man's watch' on display
at J. L. Wanner's, 311 Broadway.
Three additional prizes for the
three districts are added and two
scholarships in the International
correspondence Schools and one
scholarship in the Paducah Central
Bfisiness College, offering the choice
of nine courses. These prizes will he
awarded in the three different dis-
tricts so that candidates receiving the
second highest number of votes in
their respective districts may choose
one of these scholarships instead of
the merchandise prize. Should the,
second highest candidates not desire'
one of these scholarships, the third
highest candidatei may choose them I
If these two eateries do not wish the
scholarships they wIlisbe awarded to
the fourth highest candidates In the
three districts.
In addition the management of
The Sun will spend $100 in special
Prizes to be distributed to busy can-
didates during the progress of the
contest, making a grand total of
more than $2,000 In prizes, to be
distributed gratis.
Table of Values.
Besides lb* coupons emu* are
printed "arty In The Sun and whirl)
are good for the numb', of rotes
printed on them if voted before :he
:Ime limit stated, contestants may se-
cure subscription votes according to
the following schedule:
Flor Payment in Advance By (lid
Subscribers. '
Time By Carrier By Mail Voted
1 year $4.50 $1 tie 2.25it
S months 3.4$i '2 00 1,2ou
4 months 1.50 1.410 SA,
It years 9.041 6.45) 6.001
rine Advance Parawnt by New Sub.
scriber'.. •
Time By Carrier By Mail Votes
1 year $4.511 - $u4* 4,5041
8 months 3.410 2 1)0 2,41I')
4 months 1.5.0 1 110 1.00)
I years 9.00 6.041 12.01C1
Subscription payments of less than
$1.00 by mall and $1.50 by carrier,
will not be accepted as counting for
Totes.
No employe of The Sun or member
of an employe's family will be allow-
ed to enter this contest.
The Sun Is the final arbiter In all
McPherson's
Column of Good Things
to Make You Cool.
Saturday Specials
50e Bath Brrigh, all
bristle 25c
12 lb. sa At Sea Salt ...._2543
Two of tin beat values in
Sponges ewer shown
l'nbleache41 15c
Bleat,hed  25c
size soft white toilet Cha-
mois Skin_  5c
Wash Rags 1 OC
Bath Mitts, pair _ 25C
For a plunge-Rubber Bath
25c, 40c. 50c, 75C
Rubber Sponges
35C to 81.50 
Sponge Nets .25C to 50C
Violet A til mo n la 25c
Violet Sea Salt._ 250
3 cakes Violet Toilet Soap
and Princess Hair, Curler,
for._  25c
Saturday Candy, fresh every
Saturday, title quality
at 310
Sole agents Huyier's Candy.
Sole agents Eastman's
Kodalts.
Prescriptions fitted by gradu•
ates of pharmacy. Your
_physician would do well to
remember this fact. No boys.
Fresh Fruit Soda Specials
Raspberry Ice Cream,
Peach lee Cream.
McPherson's
Drag Stare
'questions that may arise in coonec•
[eon with the eotitest. Candidates by
entering agree to these published coo-
ditiona.
Voting Lisult.
Until June 136o candidate will be
jallowed to cast more than 10, we
t certified yotes in any one day
I Address all cestaninsdeatkers is
The *Hs, Coated Department.
LIFT QUANTITY
sT.UNDARD OIL tiONIPANY MAT
' KEEP IN 4ITV tor
1
ticocral IN,  il 'VIM Act iei One-
name. Itcquiring Itetno‘al of
To show that the city officers have
lat heart only the- protection of the
Ictizens' lives and - property. and not
the isersatsitkon of any business in-
terest. the ordinance committee at
!the regular meeting tart night direct.
.'d City 8olicitor James Campbell. Jr.,
Ito draw up an orilinener, linering the
!sewage of oil in the city limits Be-
Vote the oidinauce IS Preleared MT.
Campbell will hay.- a consultation
with Captain .1. W. Tyler. manager of
the leadricae agency of the Standard
!Oil company •rtr that tio unduly hard-
!ship may be ocrasioned
1 It lie probable that the ordinance
will require the company to 'remove
thc large storage tatere as well as the
storage bowie out of the city 'Int.'s,
,but will permit :he company to use
,Its building at Tenth and Munroe
istr•-t-ta as z distributing houiw. The
;comes Ira Rta• is. allowed to 11.411) On
!harel an amount of oil newesaary to
!supply any moderate demand. but in
'no larger quantitire than retailer*
'keep. Another suggestion brought
before the committee Man that if the
,«nepany wants tanks .n the city
'limits. any buildings erected in the
eicinity must be placed a safe butteries
of feet away from the tanks.
• 
•
FORGERY
INDICTMENT AGAINtirr FORMER
BARDWELL CITIZEN.
G. V. Carol Accused of Peening Notre
With Inanthorized Signatures.
HOME PORT WOMAN'S SCREAM
REM'HED BY JOHN HAMILTON: I PR MIME s 4W IV HI • 114: LA HTHE %ma A r.
pas...A Quietly ‘ws) I esie-rday
Illness of Paralaysift. Is
city.
%fief Titled1ticitept Steele la Vicinity of
I cloth whit Jour. Sirrcis
Port was reached by the life ship
of John liamilton, 47 years old, one
of Paducah's best known ship bold-
er.., v.bo 4.11,4 'Thursday aftertwou at
I Li, Ocitiek at the honer of Mrs
Anna Kennedy, 3151 South Second
street. Ile had been islet a week
!from paralyses. and was In a critical
i
condition until his deeth.
Paducah had been John Hamilton's
home for 23 years. since he came
from Pittsburg. Tenn. Eeer since he
had lived in Paducah he had boarded
at the one place first with Mrs.
Philip Hest and then with her daugb-
,ter. Mrs Kennedy. Three years ago
he. became an ofneer on the steamer
Mk* in the upper Tennessee river
land Fast Christmas cane. to Paducah
i for a rest. living here quietly until
jhe died. He carried insurance and
I had accumulated imme wealth
The fulters1 was conducted theel afiernoon from the home. the iscrvitv.s
!being said by the Rev. W. K Cave.
' {Ashur of the First Presby teflon
,church. 'The burial wits .n Oak
While standing .mu the back Porch
preparaig to fort's' • back door, air
unknown loge* was discovered be
Mrs Melinda Flyun at the revaiderree
of Herman Katterjohn, linos Ames
street. last night shortly after dark
She befrailit'd and Gus Katterjefin
fired a shut at the fleeing thief, bet
fatied to hit his mark, The familv
was sitting on the front tomb at the
tines of the attemptedisibbitery This
is the third time that bandana have
tried to enter houses In that vkinire
Patrolmen Owen and KWh are wateh-
ing for the thief,
Muskoka the Reanilhd.
Do You know the place' If not
your pleasure has auffered Take a
free trip, a ilttle mental Journey
through Muskoka by asking for that
handsome Muskoka Folder honed by
!the Grand Trunk Rar!wa% System 11
coutains a arm. map; lots of view,.
,.j and a fund of fats Tale the Joni--
111.y some evening after supper with
-Ife• your a and children Then 11111111Grove cenvetery
"Rut you can't orpe4e this play to
make a hit," protested:the manager
"Why not*"...askirel the ambitious
young drantatect "(Mill you thick
it has enough iiituattons••• 'Writ.;
the story is one that might lie dee j
cured in anybody's parlor " '
go Record-Horald.
,the door on the doctor for 1905 b%
taking your family ton a real journey
through the Muskoka District this
summer lass than a do's icittr,ner
from pencils American cities For
all particulars and hanisome il-
lustr•red publication free app,' to G
W Vatic 917 Merchant, Lean and
Trust Building, Chicago, III
A peeve i ins tely 1377 mini emit Sled
The. lonyriet eubm•rine cable in the, laborers are allekited with the (loll
world in eine stretch is that from Vane era, Federation of Trade Ctriona In
tourer to New Zealand. Gattrisny .
 1.••••-•.
Bardwell. , June 12.-The /-
lisle county grand jury returned three
bills againet G. Y. Carol. a former de
gen of this piece, charging him with
forgery. ('aro: gave three notes. and
to each' note was attached the name
of M G. Phipps. who is Carol's
father-in-law, and who says that be
never signed the notes and sever
authorized any one else to sign them
One of these notes was payable to the
Lewis Mercantile company, of Cairo.
and was for $5/1.53. The other two
wire made to the Fink National
bank, of Rardwell, one of them being
for $60 and the other one for $40.
Carol is said to be living en Graves
county at present.
Murat New Clore Arrives.
The grit new corn of the season
was brought on market this morning
by Mrs. A. L. Ragsdale, of the Cairo
road. The ears were abort but the
grains were well piled, and sold for
25 cents a dozen:Ine had sht dozen
and the corn was all raised on a
truck garden near the city limits.
A stringer quartette of
clOtlittig values was never
t•ffered to dollar wisePa-
ducah men than tho.s which
are now being featured-
each one of them wonld lee
impressive from the extent
of the reduetiou alone even
If the superb quality of the
garments were uot cowl*:
ered.
The clothes at these priors should sell themselves
without any additional argument from our sa semen
$ CLASS 16875 This price includes all br*en lots of Two and
Three-piece Suits, which sold as highls 612.50
$9 CLASS 2175 This prise includes all broken lots of Two and
Three-piece Suits, which sold as high as 18.00
CLASS 33875 Ti is price inoludee all broken lots
Three-piece Suits, which sold as high as_
$18.15
of Two and
$25.00
CLASS 4
This price includes all broken lots of Iwo sti
Ihree-piece Suits, which sold as high as ..............$35.00
See Our Elahorate
Window Dip/ay
ftworporst•d.)
Tell Your Grocer to Send You Nothing But
ER AD LEY' S NEW PROCESS CREAM MEAL
Manufactured Daily h
rallituf rralloarlirdi
W 11 not heat or must. You sliall know it by its wh.t4ness.
R A D L. S. Paducah, _Kentuclfx
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